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Woman denied
participation
in Mr. Fairfield
BY JOE CARRETTA

Searing the cross with honor: Fairfield students held a mock funeral for a deceased American soldier. See "Cry for Peace" on p. 11.

University releases budget, tuition rises to $35,510
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

When most students think about how
to budget their funds, their biggest decision
usually comes down to how much to spend
on food or alcohol. However, if that decision
involved $147 million, the process would be
more complicated.
Vice President for Finance and Administration and University Treasurer William
Lucas completed the last step of that process
when he presented the budget to student
leaders earlier this week, a University tradition for the past 20 years. The budget for the
fiscal year 2009 was approved by the Board
of Trustees on March 27.
Among the changes, tuition rose from
$33,340 to $35,510, a 6.5 percent increase.
The total budget will gain about $8 million
for next year on the expense side, with a $ 10
million increase in operating revenues.
Lucas, along with University President
Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, presented the budget to
students. He said he views the increase as an
accomplishment, given the current economic
condition and the University's competing
schools. Quinnipiac raised tuition by 7.6
percent and Villanova by 7.7 percent while
tuition for Holy Cross and Loyola Maryland

both increased by 6 percent.
his close friends to seek the varying perspecRoom and board saw about a four per- tives of students on what they want.
cent increase, from $10,430 to $10,850 for
According to Lucas, the budget commitstudents living in traditional residence halls. tee tries to appease as many as possible.
Those living in apartments will have to pay
"Probably the hardest part is trying to
$9,100, up from the previous $8,750. The
SEE "FINANCIAL" ON P. 5
townhouse fee also increased from $8,480
to $8,820.
The budget is based on an approximation of student population
and expenses. The University Budget
Committee assembled the budget
before it was presented to the Board
$1,000,(X
of Trustees for approval.
The committee, which is comprised of staff, faculty members and a
student representative, hears presentations from different departments in
the fall on their individual requests.
They then hold an open hearing in
November and receive written request from individuals.
"Mainly tuition was the key
factor from the student perspective,"
Compensation
[j General Operations
said Kevin Love '09, the student repDivisional Requests
H Contract Setvkes
resentative on the committee. "I just
Interest
thought about my parents when they
Photo Illustration Iby Peter Caty
talk about how much to increase."
Rising costs: The above chart indicates the increases
Love said he spoke with some of the 2008-2009 budget.

2008-09 University Budget

Fairfield goes against student concerns for FYE
BY TOM CLEARY

For many students, the adjustment to the first year of college can
be a challenging one; with the help
of peers and older mentors, it can
be much easier to make the change
from life at home to the freedom of
the college campus.
The First-Year Experience
(FYE) program has served as a
way for older students to help

the freshman make a seamless
transition. Despite its helpful
points, the FYE program did have
its problems and after
months of discussion,
Fairfield has adopted the
new First-Year Mentor
(FYM) program.
"Since July of last year, a committee of faculty, staff and students
met to evaluate and assess our current FYE program," said Associate

Dean of Students and Director of
Residence Life Deborah Cady. "We
did so through a comprehensive
process including running many focus groups
consisting of current first
year students as well as
upper-class students, faculty who teach first year students,
FYE facilitators current and past,
as well as the faculty and staff
resource people current and past."

Emily Dragone '09 was one of
two students on the final committee
that decided how the new program
would be drawn up.
"Being on a committee that
consisted of all faculty and staff
with the exception of me over the
summer and another student during
the school year, it is not surprising

SEE "FIRST" ON P.
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Shawne Lomauro ' 11 thought she
had everything she needed to win the
Mr. Fairfield competition, and decided
she was going to represent Gonzaga Hall
in the event. But
Lomauro did not
realize that a Y
chromosome was
necessary for all
contestants.
Mr. Fairfield
is a competition
in which male
students, one
from each dorm
LOMAURO
on campus, compete against one another in several
categories. Competitors are judged on
how they look in swimwear and formal
wear, how well they display a talent and
how they perform in a brief question and
answer period.
No female has ever entered as
a contestant in the history of the Mr.
Fairfield competition, which is held by
IRHA, until Lomauro, the vice president
of the Gonzaga Residential Community
Council (RCC).
"As a group, we never had to deal
with an issue like this before," said IRHA
President Christine Papazicos '09. "There
were a lot of pros and cons we had to
weigh out, but in the
INSIDE:
end we decided she
CARTOON
should not be allowed
to compete."
P. 9
"Mike Stahl
[sophomore IRHA
Vice President] told me that if I were allowed to be in the competition, it would
turn into a beauty pageant," said Lomauro. "At the final meeting they had, the
executive board decided it was a tradition
to have only men in the competition and
disallowed me from participating."
Lomauro said she was very disappointed in the decision and feels it is a
sexist competition because there is no
alternative competition for women.
Stahl defended the decision of the
organization and said it took the board
several meetings and much deliberation
before they reached a decision.
"With the University making a much
needed push towards diversity and gender equality, it became an issue beyond
just IRHA," said Stahl.
"The IRHA Executive Board came
up with the same answer each time they
met. IRHA plans to create an identical
event for females to be held next year,"
he added.
Despite the future plans of IRHA
programs, the Office of Residence Life
disagreed with the decision of IRHA.
The office composed a formal letter
and met with members of the executive board to make them aware of their
disagreement.
"We advised them to allow Shawne
to compete in the competition because of
the larger gender issue at hand," said CoAdvisor of IRHA and Associate Director
of Res Life Karen Donoghue.
SEE

"IRFiA"

ON P.

7
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Your ride to safety' not always punishment free
night and I definitely didn't want to pass out
and choke on my own vomit like you hear
those rock stars do all the time," said Gardner. "I thought I was making a responsible
decision by going [to the Health Center]
but I'll definitely rethink my decision if this
happens again."
One former resident assistant, Laura
Defrancesco '08, lost her job as a result of

happening in the past.
In a 2004 issue of The Mirror, Jeanne
DiMuzio, director of Wellness and PrevenAs the number of alcohol-related incition, said that these flyers and pamphlets
dents on college campuses continues to rise,
were "probably put up by her staff, but are
the University's Office of Health and Wellness
very old and efforts have been made to take
is posting flyers around campus stressing the
them down."
importance of a student's safety rather than
Four years later, these same flyers condisciplinary referrals for drinking.
tinue to be posted throughout campus. Many
These flyers, which are posted throughstudents say that
out residence
this is misleading
halls, bathrooms
and causes both
and academic
confusion and
buildings, infrustration.
clude such pamDue to these
phlets as the pecontradictory
rennially-issued
statements and
Stall Street Jourevents, students
nal and clearly
may begin decidstate "no student
ing to just "sleep
conduct referral"
it off' after a long
for those who
night of drinkvoluntarily visit
ing. According to
the Health CenNelson,
however,
ter after drinking
"sleeping
it off"
too much.
can be a very danThe idea begerous decision
hind this policy
because blood alsaid Director of
Fairfield's stucohol levels condent Health Centinue to rise while
one is sleeping,
ter Gary Nelson
plus chances of
was to encourage
aspirating, or
students to use
choking on one's
the Health Center Does the punishment fit the crime?: Students may still face sanctions despite being 2241 ed.
own vpmit, beas a safe place to
go if they feel as though they have had too her voluntary visit to the University Health come increasingly high.
Nelson said the Health Center does
much to drink.
Center.
"Alcohol related accidents on college
Brad Royer '09 said that, due to incidents remain firm on its policy of not referring
campuses cause an estimated 1,700 deaths like this, "students might begin to rationalize students to any form of punishment if students
annually," said Nelson. "It is the schools' their decisions based on fear of punishment have made the decision to report to the Health
Center on their own.
responsibility to provide students with the rather than good judgment."
"This could actually result in something
The confusion probably happens when
help they might need after over-consuming
pretty dangerous happening here on campus," "we have to admit a student to the hospital,"
alcohol."
Nelson said. "If that happens, it is our reMany students have found that, contrary said Royer.
Tim Rich '08, chair of the student Senate sponsibility to notify their parents and make
to these pamphlets, punishment has ensued in
and member of the Student Health Advisory conduct referrals to the school."
cases of over-consumption of alcohol.
Other possible causes of confusion come
Ed Gardner '09 said that he had to pay Committee (SHAC), agreed that a student
a $50 fine and receive a student misconduct "should not get into trouble if that student from the Health Center referrals for a student
citation on his school record, in addition to walks into the Health Center under their to attend an alcohol-education class.
Nelson said that some students may see
attending the alcohol awareness class, as a own power."
Although he is not personally familiar that as a form of punishment, but, other than
result of his voluntary decision to check in
at the Health Center.
with any recent cases, Rich did say that he has that, the Health Center says they honor that
"I knew that I had too much to drink that both seen and heard about similar incidents policy.
BY NICHOLAS CARLUCCI

There are some things money can't buy,
for everything else there's (not) the StagCard
While debit ID cards may be more convenient to students, many have questioned the
Waiting in line at OfficeMax to buy notemotives of universities and financial institutions
because of these deals.
books, you realize you've left your wallet on
New York Attorney General Andrew
your desk back in Regis. The Stag
Cuomo, fresh off investigating potential
Bus is pulling around any minute,
conflicts of interest between universities
you need these notebooks tomorrow
and preferred-loan lenders, has recently
for class and all you have in your
<%? L & U W* €J 1 vl
begun
investigating whether relationpocket is a room key, StagCard and
■fcki>iJE K3.1 yj
ships between universities and banks are
some lint. Whatever are you going
2012
against the interests of students.
to do?
"Already, it's readily apparent that
If Fairfield follows a growing
schools seem to have chosen the partners
national trend, the answer could be,
based on financial benefits," Cuomo as"Pay with my debit StagCard!"
sistant Benjamin Lawsky said in a recent
Across the country, colleges
02/19/1988
statement about the debit deals.
and universities are striking deals
At Portland State University, hunwith banks to turn their student ID
dreds protested the university's deal
cards into fully-functioning debit L
Photo Illustration by Rob Fitzgerald
with partner Higher One, claiming the
cards, according to an article in USA
Just charge it: Fairfield has not yet followed a national trend
program forced students to sign up for
Today. These combination cards,
of a student ID debit card due to security concerns.
an account that was more costly than
not currently offered at Fairfield,
other available services so the school
are a convenience to students, but
also provide notable benefits for the partner ways. According to the USA Today article, some could make money. Students pointed to costs,
schools are paid per student transaction or by such as the 50-cent fee per transaction, as unschools.
In these plans, a university partners with a total amounts on deposit, while others receive reasonable.
Though Fairfield does not currently offer a
specific bank exclusively, encouraging students signing bonuses or fixed amounts.
The University of Minnesota currently debit card program, the StagBucks program, run
to open up a checking account with that bank.
Students can open the account without even has the largest deal, a guaranteed $1 million in partnership with BlackBoard Inc., functions
leaving campus, and are usually given incen- each year for encouraging its 28,000 students
SEE "STAGBUCKS" ON P. 4
tives such as T-shirts for opening the account. to open accounts.

BY ROB FITZGERALD
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The student ID card then functions the same
way as any other debit card.
In consideration for these partnerships,
universities receive compensation in a variety of

Mirror

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
Two Fairfield seniors attempt an escape from Fairfield Police
Fairfield seniors Anthony Restainoj
jand Marty O'Sullivan found themselves;
jin the local newspapers last week after
jthey were involved in a bizarre alterca
jtion with the Fairfield Police outside a:
local bar.
According to an article from the:
Connecticut Post, Restaino was arrested;
jdue to his participation in a disturbance;
outside Bravo restaurant on Post Road.
Based on the police report, Restaino;

O'SULLIVAN

laughed in an officer's face as the officer
tried to remove him from the fight. After!
police handcuffed Restaino and placed;
him inside a police cruiser, they contin
jued their attempt to break up the fight.;
O'Sullivan then opened the cruiser door;
jand let Restaino out. Restaino, who was;
still handcuffed, then ran down the street
jand hid in the bushes on Miller Street,;
jaccording to the article.
He was charged with escape from;
jcustody, interfering with an officer andj
jbreach of peace, later being released
jon $1,000 bond, while O'Sullivan was;
jcharged with interfering with a policej
officer and released on $500 bond.
O'Sullivan is a five-year member of;
ithe Fairfield men's basketball team.

NATIONAL
jFirst anniversary of Virginia Tech;
tragedy
This Wednesday, April 16, will markj
jthe first anniversary of the massacre at
Virginia Tech University. Last year, a;
istudent went on a rampage, killing 32:
jpeople, including fellow students andj
jfaculty members, before turning the gunj
Ion himself.
The tragedy has spurred col-j
ilege campuses nationwide, including
jFairfield, to implement emergency noti-j
jfication services for all students, faculty:
and staff.
The new system includes emergency messages to be sent via e-mail andj
text messages.
According to News Channel 12 in;

JAGfflBH

Contributed Photo

jVirginia, the case concerning the U.S.'si
jdeadliest campus shooting remains open,:
:for police want to make sure the investi-:
Igation is completely thorough.
This past Thursday, families of
jthe victims of the tragedy reached an:
$11 million settlement with the state,:
jaccording to a report released by the:
Associated Press.
Memorials for the victims are ex-:
jpected to take place nationwide.

NEWS
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Administration earns props for alcohol treatment
both on and off campus," said Pellegrino.
Specific initiatives at Fairfield include
increased alcohol education efforts with student athletes and campus-wide training for
key professionals in the area of motivational
interviewing, which is an approach to addressing problematic alcohol and other drug usage
by individual students, said Pellegrino.

The Health and Wellness offices are currently assessing alcohol policies already in
Students may not want to admit it, but
place. For example, they are looking at how
Fairfield is on the cutting edge for dealing with
well online education works, whether or not
alcohol and drug use.
fines have an impact on deterring students from
As part of a statewide initiative, Fairfield
drinking, and whether an Alcohol 101 class or a
was presented with a 2008 Key Leadership
letter home might work better, DiMuzio said.
Award for its work on addressing campus
"My office is currently researching and
alcohol and other drug usage.
assessing numerous strategies we
"Fairfield University has been
currently apply to look carefully
ahead of the curve in addressat our response to current policy,"
ing alcohol issues," said Jeanne
she said.
DiMuzio, director of Wellness and
But some students said they
Prevention.
do not believe these policies have
This past month, Connecticut
much of an effect on campus drinkGovernor M. Jodi Rell's Prevention
ing.
Partnership and the Connecticut
"I don't think our alcohol poliStatewide Health Campus Initiative
cy keeps kids from drinking," said
hosted representatives from nearly
Loni Cruz '10. "I think that college
20 colleges and universities at Weskids are going to drink regardless
leyan University in Middletown,
of the punishment.".
Conn.. The event was held to honor
Fiona Camilleri '09 agreed.
the work that has already been done
"I do not believe that making
and discuss what else can be done to
alcohol rules any stricter would
decrease substance abuse on college
prevent any underage students from
Torrado/The Mirror drinking any more than they would
campuses, according to an article in
Increasing awareness: Fairfield has new alcohol initiatives.
the Hartford Courant.
anyway," said Camilleri. "Breaking
"We have engaged in a numthe rules is half the fun, for most
ber of initiatives over the past year to get at
"Motivational interviewing focuses on a people."
the behavioral and health-related aspects of non-judgmental attitude and harm reduction
Other recent changes at Fairfield include
alcohol consumption," said Dean of Students more so than abstinence because It's more the convening of the Alcohol and Other Drug
realistic," said Lisa Arnold, a substance abuse (AOD) Committee on campus to assess proTom Pellegrino.
According to the article, the initiatives counselor at Fairfield.
cedures, measures and outcomes of usage, as
Many students agree with this type of well as the creation of a Case Management
included enforcing existing policies, screening
students for alcohol-related issues, establishing policy because they don't think administrators Committee to confidentially identify students
peer-support programs and enlisting the help can completely stop students from drinking of concern who are struggling with alcohol
of local police and bar owners, as well as the on campus.
and drug abuse.
"We are interested in students' ability to
parents of students.
"The Fairfield alcohol policy does keep
"Our research has shown that marketing, many students from drinking at times but, no have a successful college experience," said
focus groups, programs, community collabora- matter what, students are still going to drink Arnold. "There's a whole team of people
tions and initiatives tend to be the most effec- even if they have been written up a few times," working toward improving drinking habits
on campus."
tive ways of combating problematic drinking said Kevin Benitez '11.
BY ALLISON TRASK
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By the
numbers
BY JOE CARRETTA

756
Number of alcohol violations in 2006
according to Jeanne Cleary Crime Report, the latest data available.

118
Number of students who went to the
Health Center last semester

83
Males who attended AOD 101 during
the fall semester

68
Females who attended AOD 101 during
the fall semester

4-5
Number of drinks that constitute binge
drinking

Number of reported forced sexual offenses since 2006

.08
The legal limit for a person of age to
be considered drunk

The Fairfield University Dept
of Public Safety would like to
announce the 1st Annual Jail N'Bail
to help raise money for Special
Olympics Connecticut.
Jail N' Bail will take place on April 23, 2008
at the traffic circle outside of the BCC
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

' Spansuren Hyp
Fairfield University
Department of l»ublic Safety

Mg***cimM mumpics
Connecticut

Sending your friends, faculty
and staff to jail is easy.
.1. Clip the Jail N' Bail arrest warrant to the left.

cHt«ntjtn<3 «ttit»d«s. c»»*nqir>«j Hv«*.

2. Attach cash, StagCard number or check for
$5.00 payable to: Special Olympics Connecticut.
Building/Room:

Jailee:

Student
Faculty
Staff
(Circle one, with approval)

Campus Address:.
Office:

Phone (Cell):

Time to arrest them:

Description of Jailee:_
Arrest Date: Wednesday April 23rd, 2008
Person Issuing Warrant:.
] Cash

] Check

Arrest Time: Between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Phone (Cell):.

| StagCard Card Number:.
Name on Card:.

3. Drop off your warrant at the Department of
Public Safety and receive a free T-Shirt.
4. Wait for DPS to deliver your Jailee to the
cell outside of the BCC on Wednesday, April 23rd.
"Credit card payments will be accepted on
the day of the event to help Jailees raise bail **
Once the person is "arrested" they will be brought in front
of a "judge" who will then set a bail (minimum $40.00).
The "arrestee" can call anyone they choose
to come up with the bail money. The "arrestee"
IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING THE $40.00.
They can call family, friends, co-workers, etc.
They can use their cell phone or a phone
provided by the "PRISON GUARD."

Send your friends to the slammer.., for Special Olympics Connecticut
Questions, Concerns or Donations: Please contact Director Todd Pelazza or
Officer Rob Didato of the Department of Public Safety (203) 254-4090
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Campus crime beat:
Campus shuttle runs amok, hit and run and projectile beers
BY KERI HARRISON

Tuesday, April 8
7:00 p.m. A room key and StagCard were taken from a room in Jogues.
There are currently no suspects.

cars were reported broken into. This
case is still under investigation. Public
Safety urges all students to remain
vigilant at all times.

Wednesday, April 9
10:25 a.m. University maintenance reported damage to a student door
in Campion. The students damaged
their own door.
3:50 p.m. During a softball game,
a stray ball broke the window of a car
parked in the adjacent parking lot.
Thursday, April 10
11:30 a.m. The campus shuttle was
reportedly driven improperly. This case
is still under investigation.
6:00 p.m. There was a hit and run
in the Canisius parking lot.
Friday, April 11
2:00 p.m. A PlayStation 3 and
40 DVDs were taken from a Jogues
lounge. This case is still under investigation.
9:00 p.m. Two female students
leaving the gym reported two suspicious individuals in the parking lot. No

Saturday, April 12
12:00 a.m. Three students were
walking back from the townhouses; a
beer can was thrown and hit one student's tooth. No charges were pressed.
2:00 a.m. A student in Campion
would not cooperate with Residence
Life staff. The student was reported to
Judicial.
2:45 a.m. There was a fight in the
Village Area reported, in which one
non-student threatened an area coor-

dinator. Two non-students were issued
trespassing warnings [CTWs]. The case
was referred to the Fairfield Police.
10:30 a.m. Vandalism to a card
reader directory was reported outside
of Kostka. There are no suspects.
4:30 p.m. The Fairfield Fire Department was called to a chemical spill
from a generator outside the Kelley
Center.
Sunday, April 13
12:15 a.m. As the Fairfield Fire.
Department responded to a call offcampus, they encountered a car that
would not get out of the way of the
lights and sirens. The driver of the car
was a Fairfield student. The case was
called interfering and the student was
referred to the Fairfield Police.
2:15 a.m. A University College
student was found allegedly intoxicated
at the townhouses. Fairfield Police was
called when some marijuana was discovered on him. He was arrested.
Monday, April 14
8:40 p.m. A student reported mischief in Kostka. Something was thrown
at her window, breaking it. There are
currently no suspects.

StagBucks substitute for debit card
CONTINUED FROM P.

2

in many of the same ways, but with some key differences.
A StagBucks account is a deposit-only account, meaning
cardholders may not withdraw funds in cash until they graduate. Cardholders can instead use the funds at any of the 28 offcampus merchants along with many on-campus locations.
There are no maintenance fees for a StagBucks account,
and because cardholders cannot spend more than the balance
of the account, there are also no overdraft fees. The program is
supported by a portion of each StagBucks purchase being paid
by the merchant to the University and to BlackBoard Inc.
Though Fairfield has been approached with offers of
debit card services, the administration has reservations about
entering into such partnerships, centering on security and
control. Were a student to lose a bank-partnered StagCard, for
example, it would take more than a trip to the Kelley Center
to get a replacement.
"If a card was lost or stolen, the cardholder would have

to work with the bank to receive a new one - there would be
no on-demand card production as is provided now" explains
Mike Tortora, business manager for the Office of Administrative Services and Student Affairs.
Tortora also highlights the limited acceptance of the
StagCard as a benefit for parents, the primary depositors to
StagBucks accounts.
"Most of the locations accepting the StagCard provide
necessities important for college students, such as stamps in
the mailroom or cold medicine at CVS."
Some students find, however, that many of their regular
purchases are not payable with StagBucks.
"I think my parents would be more willing to put money
on my card if I could spend it at more places, like Stop and
Shop," said Kristen Bianco '08.
Other students would prefer to keep their ID and their
money separate instead of all on one card.
"I tend to lose stuff all the time, so it's better for me to keep
my money on a separate card," said Kerrie Wilson '08.
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Financial aid
increases to
$34 million
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

produce a budget while
taking everything into consideration," said Lucas.
Nearly $1.5 million
was granted toward new
divisional requests.
"When someone comes
to us and says Fairfield
should have this and that,
[they] are in a way saying
'please increase my tuition',"
said von Arx.
One of the goals undertaken by the committee
was to maintain a moderate
increase in undergraduate
tuition, according to Lucas.
"Father von Arx challenged the committee in
keeping the tuition low
while increasing financial
aid, in order to support diversity initiatives," said
Lucas.
In response to a question asked on the Bridgeport
scholarship plan, von Arx
said the University currently
has five students in each
class that qualify, and he
expects that the number will
not increase by an amount
that will greatly affect the
financial aid cost.

"It is much easier for
kids to come to Fairfield
now than it was many years
ago," said von Arx.
Financial aid saw an
11.72 percent increase, with
the total financial aid funding increasing from about
$31 million to about $34
million.
Lucas also said that the
budget was subject to much
of the uncertainty in the
countries' economy.
"Our bonds have stayed
at a AAA rating," he said.
"Most of the increase remains for expansion while
another component is the
rise in inflation."
The bonds saw more
than a one percent increase
or$l million.
Most of the expenses
still go toward the compensation, with fees for faculty
and staff taking up 58.2 percent of the total expenses.
Lucas attributed the
increase in tuition, after
factoring in the faculty compensation and the cost of living in room and board fees,
to the fact that "Fairfield
remains an expensive area
of the country."
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HAM Channel
to broadcast RU.
Olympics
in the middle of
the day's activities.
Broadcast
Photo Illustration by Chris Simmons
manager Dave
Fighting Stags: On Spring WeekGrazynski described
end, the HAM Channel will begin
it as "an offbeat
filming the "RU. Olympics."
sports broadcast
to match the offBY STEVEBOTTARI
beat sporting events that they
[IRHA] are hosting throughout the
What would you get if you mixed day."
Fairfield students with "American
The primary goal of the special is
Gladiators "-type events?
to highlight the HAM Channel's talents
The HAM Channel, Fairfield's and produce a comedic take on the acstudent television channel, has recently tivities.
unveiled that it will be producing the
"The 'FU. Olympics' special at
first ever "FU. Olympics," in connec- May Day [Spring Weekend] will be a
tion with IRHA's Spring Weekend.
collection of fun and games geared toDan Kole '09, executive producer wards making people laugh," said HAM
for the project, said the "FU. Olympics" Channel president John Daly '08.
will chronicle almost all of the events of
"Taking the dodge ball tournament
Spring Weekend, which is slated to take and doing play-by-play or having rock
place on April 26, but with a twist.
wall races will make for good television
Events such as dodgeball, three- when done right by our creative and
legged races, pie-eating contests and writing staff," he said.
balloon shaving will provide the conEnding the night, as a sort of clostent for the special. The activities will ing ceremony to the "FU. Olympics,"
be filmed and then story lines, play-by- will be a concert, potentially by a big
play voice-overs and color commentary name artist, according to Kole.
will be added in post-production to creThe new event takes the place of
ate a humorous spin on the events.
the Channel's StagAwards, an awards
There are also plans to have news show that highlighted the best things
anchors, reporters and a news desk right of the year on campus. Both Kole and

Daly cited low attendance and interest
in the event as the primary reasons for
making the change to the new special.
"It [the StagAwards] was just simply not drawing the crowds we were
hoping and expecting," said Kole.
Due to this, the Channel decided
to "to focus our strengths towards an
event that would draw a bigger audience," said Daly.
This decision is a part of an initiative to restructure the channel.
Just this year, the HAM Channel
made the decision to switch to YouTube
as its primary outlet, versus the traditional closed-circuit television channel,
which is only available on campus.
However, not everyone on campus
is so optimistic about the event.
Several students named the HAM
Channel's low viewership and lack of
campus presence as reasons for doubting the special.
"I don't think that people really
watch the HAM Channel," said Rob
Bonner '11. "I think there are good
things on the HAM Channel, that
should be seen by a bigger audience,
but the support is not there currently
on campus."
Others, Joe Calvaruso '11, who
find the idea "pretty cool," are excited
for it. "I'd participate in it — I'd be an
animal in it too."
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Students upset by Public Safety's handling of high-risk drinking
BY

Louis

BUCCHERI

Camille Dolloff '11 didn't stumble as
she walked back to Campion Hall one bitter
January night. The piercing stench of alcohol
didn't waft from her breath and a bloodshot
glaze didn't cloud her eyes. Her jeans weren't
soggy with stale beer, chunks of vomit didn't
stain her shirt and her words didn't pile on
top of each other when she spoke.
She walked briskly, steadily and soberly
down the side of the road.
Shortly after 1:00 a.m.( Public Safety
escorted Dolloff and a friend to the Health
Center for being intoxicated.
"I didn't drink anything at the townhouses," Dolloff said. "If Public Safety didn't take
me, I would have walked back to Campion,
gotten ready for bed and fallen asleep."
Instead, Dolloff, along with Danielle
Massaro '11, spent three hours at the Health
Center, where nurses monitored their blood
pressure. The incident report claims that
Massaro was seen by Public Safety squatting
on the side of the road and appeared to have a
wet spot on her pants, according to Dolloff.
"At no point during the night did Danielle squat down to pee," she said. "Public
Safety had no reason to stop."
"Other people have had similar experiences," Dolhoff continued. "Public Safety
has the authority, and they misuse it.
"It feels like they are out to get you."
"Public Safety is not out to get students,"
countered Mike Lauzon, assistant director
of Public Safety. "Without students, we
wouldn't have jobs."
Lauzon said Public Safety is wellequipped to assess students who appear to
be under the influence of alcohol.
"All but one of our officers are EMTs,"
he said.

"We know how to evaluate students who many students are drinking off-campus to
have been drinking. I helped bring a student avoid getting in trouble.
up to the Health Center one night who apLauzon said local police departments are
peared to be a borderline case. A half hour taking measures to combat underage alcohol consumption
later, he was being shipped to
and that students
caught drinking
St. Vincent's in
in off-campus esan ambulance.
tablishments still
You don't know
at that time how
face disciplinary
action with the
much someone's
University.
had to drink, or
"They've
how long ago
been raiding bars
they drank,"
in Bridgeport and
said Lauzon.
Students
Fairfield to crack
must exhibit
down on underage drinking and
obvious signs
fake identificaof intoxication
tion," said Lauin order to be
zon.
taken to the
"Students
Health Center,
nailed off-camaccording to
pus at local bars
Lauzon.
go to our misSlurred
conduct board as
speech, unsteady gait, and
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror well, so I think
dilated pupils Double-fisting: Students have increased their high- you are going to
find the statistics
are signs that risk drinking over the years.
are up there this
the officers look
for, but each officer is unique in his or her year," continued Lauzon.
According to the Jeanne Cleary Disclotreatment of disciplinary referrals.
"It depends on the officers working, re- sure Reports, Fairfield reported 756 alcohol
ally," said Lauzon. "We've got some officers violations in 2006. In 2005, the University
that are really proactive about alcohol, and reported 862 violations.
we've got some that are really proactive about
Jeanne DiMuzio, director of Wellness
and Prevention, said Fairfield's alcohol
motor vehicle violations.
"Either way, if you see 20 people coming policies are a reaction to changes in the way
out of a townhouse carrying red cups, then students are using alcohol.
"Students have increased their high
you know something is going on."
Dolloff, an international business major risk drinking—quantity, frequency and the
who made the dean's list first semester, said increase in pre-gaming—with dangerous

results," DiMuzio said.
"Having policies that begin to hold
students truly accountable for their choices
reflects the Jesuit mission of Fairfield,"
she said.
A shift in the onset age of drinking
has caused students to enter college with
established tolerances and practices, which
"leads students to continue and increase
their consumption as they transition into
college," said DiMuzio.
The removal of kegs on campus and the
streamlining of off-campus high-risk alcohol
events, such as Clam Jam and keg races, are
significant changes that have taken place in
recent years, she said.
Lauren Gianoni, a sophomore at Sacred
Heart University, said, "As long as no one
is passed out on the floor, our Public Safety
won't bother you.
"We drink in our rooms, keep the
noise at a respectable level, and don't
invite too many people."
Sacred Heart University's Public Safety
was unavailable for comment.
Lauzon said many students enter college with a lack of knowledge about alcohol,
which is part of the reason alcohol abuse is so
prevalent on college campuses nationwide.
"They should have been getting
alcohol education in high school and at
home," he said.
"Students should know how to drink in a
social setting and be responsible about it."
Dolloff said students are rarely given the
opportunity to exhibit responsibility.
"If someone is acting truly irresponsible, I think Public Safety handles matters
well," she said.
"But even for those of us who act
responsibly, Public Safety can still be a
headache."

So, what exactly is Fairfield Corps?
I asked some of our fellow Stags that
simple question and was less than impressed
with the results.
Justin Lucas, class of 2010, "...never
heard of it, sorry."
Phil Barry, also of the class of 2010
responded: "Well, I know people in Fairfield
Corps and they are all goody two-shoes; they
aren't allowed to drink or have fun. They aren't
allowed to hang out with people who drink
or have fun either. Fairfield Corps as a whole
is responsible for getting angry at people who
have fun because they don't want Fairfield students drinking."
In sticking with the sophomore trend,
Dan Kochaniwicz responded, "I've been told
what it is, but still couldn't tell you."
These are just three responses from a
mass of people polled who either demonstrated
an incorrect knowledge of what Fairfield Corps
is, or a complete lack of knowledge.
So Justin Lucas, do not apologize, because Fairfield Corps is here for all of you.
Fairfield Corps was established upon
the receipt of a $150,000 3-year grant from the
Department of Mental Health and Addiction
Services (DMHAS) to address student drinking
habits on campus. Administration felt that in
order to speak to the student body, the spokespeople could not be ones who had long since
graduated, but rather should be peers who
experience college life on a daily basis.
Fairfield Corps' main responsibility is
not to ban drinking on the undergraduate level,
for that would kill a little Stag-Positive within

all of us. Rather, we are charged with education
and helping students learn to make healthier
decisions when it comes to drinking. Did you know one night of drinking can
impair your ability for 30 days? Drinking can
seriously dehydrate your body and it can take
30 days to return to normal levels.
Do you know that taking aspirin or Tylenol for pain relief and mixing it with alcohol is
incredibly dangerous? Chronic alcohol use activates enzymes that transform acetaminophen
(Tylenol and others) into chemicals that can
cause liver damage.
In the near future, we will launch a
student-friendly Facebook group where one can
procrastinate writing papers and instead partake in games and activities that are all carefully selected to help shape better drinking habits
on campus.
Did you know that one 12-ounce beer
has 150 calories? To put this into perspective,
a slice of Domino's pizza loaded with ham
provides you with the same calories. Just imagine how calories and pounds add up during a
single night, let alone a semester. This fact is
one of many that can be found on our soon to
come Facebook group.
This article is not to preach to you
statistics about drinking, but it is merely a way
to advertise ourselves as a program that you
will hopefully appreciate and take part in. The
various posters with statistics that you see all
around the school - "76% of Fairfield University students do not drink on Tuesdays" - are part
of our campaign. To make sure you are aware

that drinking on an empty stomach is a bad
idea, another part of our campaign is the banana and peanut butter giveaway on a "typical
drinking day." Bananas are rich in electrolytes,
magnesium and potassium, which are depleted
during heavy drinking.
We are not here to help Public Safety
catch you on the way back from the townhouses - we're here to make sure Public Safety
doesn't need to chase you in the first place. We
will provide you with knowledge and safety
tips you can use when deciding how to drink.
Maybe the next time you are out, you
will consider alternating alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks throughout the night. Or
possibly, you will recall that grapefruit juice
increases intoxication levels and choose something other than a Sea Breeze at the bar. Will
you now consider eating steak from Barone
next Thursday since you know that is the best
food to eat before a night of drinking?
As far as being goody two-shoes who
aren't allowed to drink, please let the Office
of the Dean of Students know I am a goody
two-shoes so that they take me off disciplinary
probation and overturn my guilty sentence I
received in student court last year.
Fairfield Corps is now hiring paid
interns for the fall 2008 semester. If you have
any questions, suggestions or are interested in
applying please e-mail FairfieldCorps@mail.
fairfield.edu.
Sean Nolan '10 &
Katie Becker 1 7
Members of Fairfield Corps

A paid announcement from Fairfield Corps
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IRHA accused of
discrimination
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other way besides being a
contestant, an offer which
"However, we only ad- did not suit Lomauro.
vise the organization and
"They said I could help
leave the final decisions up decide the rules, or judge the
to them in matters such as competition," said Lomauro.
these," she added.
"I definitely won't judge, and
"Res Life met with us I probably won't be involved
on an individual basis and with the program."
told us that they disagree,"
Tamika Dickens '10,
said IRHA Programming marketing specialist for
Director Ashlee Downing IRHA, was in charge of the
'08. "In the end however, program and said the issues
it was the executive board surrounding Lomauro's parof IRHA who had the final ticipation in the competition
call."
were not immediately made
Lomauro first asked aware to her.
Downing about joining the
"I was upset that this
competition, who did not issue was not brought to
think it would evolve into a my attention right when it
big issue.
arose," she said.
IRHA agreed to allow
"I agree with the deciLomauro to be involved sion made by IRHA because
with the competition in any it was talked about and
voted on until we
came to an agreement," Dickens
added.
"I think
IRHA made the
right decision by
not allowing her
to participate,"
said Shawn HasMirror File Photo sett'10.
Ms. Gonzaga?: Shawne Lomauro '11
"It's called
was set to become Gonzaga's repreMr. Fairfield for
sentative in the Mr. Fairfield competia reason."
tion until IRHA vetoed the idea.
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First Year Experience overhauled
to the "needs, skills and talents of our
current students," according to Cady.
The program will more closely integrate the living and learning aspect that
University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx
has stressed in his strategic plan.
Students will form groups based
on what wing of a building they live in,

training program, meet with each student
individually at least once a semester,
plan a monthly program with the resithat the conversation turned towards a
dence assistants focusing on exploring
more academic standpoint for FYE,"
Jesuit ideals and plan monthly commusaid Dragone. "I believe that my feednity service and social programs.
back was appreciated by the committee
Some students have been discourbut in terms of actually decisions, I was
aged by the new program.
definitely outnumbered."
"I was thinking of being a
Dragone said that, as of
FYE facilitator until I saw the
now, her opinion on the new
new program," said Francesco
program is "undecided." DurBarbalaco '11.
ing the meetings, she "brought
"In any institution that has
up concern about focusing two
the Jesuit tradition you will see a
much on the Residence Halls,
heavy involvement of Residence
leaving little room for free soLife in any aspect of campus life
cialization," but added that as
due to the dedication of living
a freshman RA, she understood
and learning," said Joseph Ginese,
that the dorms are a good place
coordinator of orientation in the
to target.
Office of New Student Programs.
"My general opinion is
"What we are doing is taking the
not so much about the FYM
Jesuit pedagogy and applying it to
decision," said Dragone, "but
everyday scenarios that first-year
rather committees in genstudents will experience."
eral."
FYE gets a make-over: Alissa Mebus '09 and Olivia
Ginese said that this past year
"I think there needs to be Rubin '09 teach a FYE class last year. The program they ran a few pilot classes with
an equal student to staff ratio nas been changed to, a mentoring program,
students from Regis and they were
so that the conversations can
pleased with the outcome.
prove to be more of an equal discussion instead of random group assignment, and
"The result was more in-depth conthan a formality."
will meet with only one mentor, instead versation in the class, students carrying
Cady said she believes that student of two. The groups will meet monthly the conversation back to their halls and
opinion was heard in the process.
throughout the school year instead of continuing discussion amongst their
"The student voice on the commit- weekly for one semester.
peers," said Ginese.
tee really pushed us to further develop
Previously, the FYE program was
Cady stressed that the new program
the First-Year Mentor role and job de- run by two student mentors and met once will provide a way to continue to implescription," said Cady. "The committee a week during the first semester. Students ment the strategic plan and will be a
worked hard to hear the voices of not would discuss topics related to their first good thing for new students as a way of
only the students on the committee but year on campus, such as drinking and passing the Jesuit mission on to students,
the many, many focus group interviews homesickness.
so they can use it in everyday life.
that we did with students."
The new First-Year Mentors will be
"Our Jesuit mission and idenThe result was a new program that chosen from a select group of students tity should guide everything we do at
the University hopes will be more close who will undergo a mandatory four-day Fairfield," said Cady.
-^
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Healthy inquiry
The decision has been made to remodel the First-Year
Experience (FYE) program. Instead of the current program, where groups of freshman meet once a week, FirstYear Mentors (FYM) will meet with students who live on
the same wing each month and individual students will
meet with their mentors individually once a semester.
One question immediately arises: Will the new program change the way in which incoming students adapt to
college life?
The proposed program continues to showcase Fairfield's Jesuit tradition of "Living and Learning," a central
part of University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx's strategic
plan. It will create closeness between people who live in
the same dorm halls and unite academics with dorm life.
However, switching the program to a confined atmosphere will discourage the emphasis on students branching out, and meeting people they do not live with.
This initiative reflects the Ignatian Residential College we already see on campus, which is known to provide a great sense of community. While the IRC works
well for the students in the program, it is voluntary. Forcing the values of the program on all freshmen may cause
resentment and make them less open to it.
It is important to note that the student voice is being
stifled in multiple, ways with this decision.
The focus of the program will be for FYMs to discuss
topics about self-development, rather than topics surrounding the first-year experience, such as alcohol use
and the pressures of academic life.
, Who, then, is expected to teach incoming students
about alcohol policies on campus and where to seek psychological help and support?
Despite the fact that students will still be teaching
the program, they will be a select group who go through
intensive training and will be paid for their work. These
new mentors may be more afraid of talking about controversial topics and straying from the program, unlike the
current volunteer leaders.
We see how often policies can be convoluted through
the discrepancies in the extension 2241 program that,
according to signs posted throughout campus, allows
students medical help after consuming too much alcohol
without fear of future punishment they may receive.
In many instances, though, students have been subject to further consequences for calling x2241 if they are
caught in a secondary offense.
The overall disconnect between the promotion of
x2241, and the actual implementation of the "no consequence" policy characterizes a greater problem here at
Fairfield: If no one questions a policy, will it ever be fixed?
We hope that FYM's will lead incoming students' next
year to question what they learn about existing policies.
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There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
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length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
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In reference to this issue's p. 1 story "Woman denied participation in Mr. Fairfield" by Joe Carretta about IRHA's
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FYE headed in wrong direction
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

of prominent faculty and staff and
two students was formed.
After much that time and effort, the Office of Residence Life
decided to go an entirely new
direction with FYE.
Upperclassmen wanting to
work with freshmen will now be
First Year Mentors, focusing on a
single wing in a freshman build-

A year and a half ago, I was
one of the many freshman sitting in
FYE class with 15 strangers learning how to transition into college.
I can still remember those 50
minute sessions spent reading aloud
from the FYE handbook about the
Jesuit tradition, diversity and the
dangers of drinking
jungle juice. '
As someone who has gone
through both the
participant and the
facilitator roles of
FYE, I find this new
program to be extremely ineffective.
Still, I did benefit from FYE.
I learned about
signing up for classes and meeting with
my advisor.
I discovered interesting activities
and groups around Out with the old: Res Life trashes FYE plans and
campus and found poses mentor program instead.
out how I could get
involved.
Most importantly, I met new
people and I had two upperclassmen to go to when I had questions
that only an upperclassman could
answer.
At the end of the year, my
friend and I decided to apply to be
FYE facilitators.
We, along with a faculty resource facilitator, spent an hour
every week this past fall talking
to a group of freshmen about everything they needed to know as
students at Fairfield.
The program had its problems, of course, from freshman
not attending their required events
to the repetitive and often tedious
topics in the "Red Book."
In order to rectify some of
these issues and find a better format for FYE, a committee made up

ing and working in conjunction
with the wing's RA to plan floor
programs and meet individually
with students.
The vast majority of students
do not want another authority
figure pestering them into coming
to mandatory events to discuss
diversity and the Jesuit values.
What they really want is a student mentor, someone they can go
to who can answer the questions
that are important for them.
This means everything from
suggestions of favorite professors
to what life is really like in the
townhouses to how to be creative
in Baron as well as how to live on
a college budget in an expensive
town like Fairfield.
The new program undercuts
the social aspect of FYE, limiting
the FYM's group to a single gen-

der group of students who already
know each other from brushing
their teeth together every night in
the hall bathroom.
Further, the Fairfield Web
site indicates that new FYMs will
receive only $200 for work beginning at orientation and ending with
the academic year.
Essentially, they will become
a secondary RA for
roughly 2 percent
of an RA's pay.
When the administration asked
the committee to
review the FYE
program, it initially
asked for student
feedback.
This was a step
in the right direction;
who better to know
what students need
than the students?
Emily Dragone
'09, one of the stuaty,
dents involved in
instead prothe committee, said
that during meetings she voiced her
concerns about how focusing too
much on the residence halls would
limit the program although she
agreed that the dorms were the best
place to target freshmen.
"I think that there needs to be
an equal student to staff ratio so
that the conversations can prove
to be more of an equal discussion
rather than a formality," she said
of committees overall.
The fact that only two students were included in the committee process seems to indicate
that Residence Life prefers that
freshmen learn about topics that
endorse the school's mission statement rather than topics that truly
ease their transition into college.
In that case, why not simply
add a course to the core requirement called "What Res Life Wants
You to Know 101"?
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Students deserve more for commencement
University, I recommended that we focus
ANDREW CHAPIN
on those who have a
close relationship to
For the sec- Fairfield and can speak to our
ond time in four Jesuit identity," von Arx said in
years, University the 2005 letter.
President Fr. JefDo the students even know
what
their "Jesuit identity" is?
frey von Arx will address the
It certainly has nothing to do
class of 2008.
Seniors will have the treat with beer Olympics, kicking
back in a lawn chair,
of hearing the New
paying your neighEngland area's master fund-raiser preach
bor to write papers
"Jesuit values," a confor you or taking a
cept just as ambiguous
mulligan on a class.
as the word diversity
Where service to othat Fairfield. At least
ers, community inthe seniors will recvolvement —outside
ognize the name of
of drinking on the
their commencement
Point — self-respect
speaker.
and benevolence to
The decision
VON ARX
our peers fits into the
seemed like a scramble move busy, superficial college lives
after some no name with Jesuit each and every one of us lead is
ties passed on the opportunity to simple: It doesn't.
address the senior class. UnforThe University has once
tunately, that was not the case.
again put its interests before that
"At a number of institu- of the students, similar to its retions, it's customary for the lationship with FUSA. This afpresident to address the graduat- firms the fact that Fairfield loves
ing class, and there are no other the checks our parents write, but
speakers at the commencement could care less about the sentiapart from the valedictorian," ments of the student body.
von Arx said via e-mail. "I think
"We've definitely been
it's good for the president to do shafted," said Meaghan Calthis occasionally and plan to lahan '08.
continue to do so in the future
"Why is he our speaker
(but not every year)."
when he speaks anyway?" said
Students expecting big Lena Carlucci '08, in relation
names of the past, which in- to the president's address of the
cluded Tom Brokaw, Billy Joel, graduating class.
Cokie Roberts and Strobe Tal"The school disappoints us
bott, must have forgotten von on a regular basis," said WhitArx's convenient and thrifty ney Maus '08. "Why don't you
turn away from well-known [the University] kick us in the
commencement speakers.
face on the way out?"
In a letter sent to the UniIn handicapping the field
versity community in the fall of prospective commencement
of 2005, von Arx proposed speakers to those that specifia change in the pool of com- cally embody whatever it means
mencement speakers who are to be a Jesuit, Fairfield ends
considered.
up with people like British
"Rather than invite famous Robinson. In 2006, Robinson,
individuals who do not know the who was senior advisor for
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN

public partnerships in the office
of U.S. Global Aids coordinator, gave a speech on how she
almost got breast cancer. If we
lived in a world of almosts, the
Patriots would have won the
Superbowl.
Last year's speaker, Fr.
Thomas Regan, was articulate
and had a message that was
generally well received by the
graduating class. I don't care if
the speaker is a Jesuit, a Marianist, a Buddhist or an atheist; I
care about what they are saying
in relation to the students.
Executive Assistant to the
President Charles Allen, S.J.,
meanwhile, defended the choice
of von Arx as commencement
speaker. Allen chairs the committee, which makes recommendations on honorary degree
recipients to von Arx, who then
presents the candidates to the
Board of Trustees.
"It is my understanding that
at some institutions of higher
learning, the president speaks
every year," said Allen. "The
president is interested in them
[the students], cares about their
future, and takes his responsibil-

ity to them seriously."
My complaint stands in a
system that discounts qualified
speakers of diverse backgrounds
and experiences just because
they are not affiliated with the
Jesuit order.
The students deserve better
than their president giving them
Jesuit tips for the future. He
should be doing that during the
year so when commencement
comes, the students actually
know who he is when he delivers the president's address.
This is not an indictment of
von Arx. Not only is he a highly
educated man, but he is a wonderful orator as well. I am fully
confident his commencement
speech will be just as good as his
last one three years ago.
However, this is just another
example of the administration
making decisions devoid of student sentiment in the name of
their best interest.
Because they were freshman
his first full year as president,
von Arx can claim that he has a
special bond with these students.
To them, however, he is as anonymous as a Pritchard worker.

Mirror(ofOnline
Poll:
95 responses)

What grade would you give the school for selecting
Father von Arx as the Commencement speaker?
Photo Illustration by Rob Fitzgerald

Letters to the Editor: FUSA writes in
Don't blame Hutch!
To the Editor:
Andrew Chapin's
April 10, 2008, column
wrongly blames FUSA
President Hutch Williams
for disorganization within
the FUSA Senate as it
prepared a protest.
All blame should have
been placed on me, the
senate chair at the time. I
take full responsibility for
the pre-mature announcement of the protest - an
endeavor the Senate was
clearly not ready to embark on.
Secondly, Mr. Chapin's description of FUSA as
administration's "kazoo"
is increasingly untrue.
The fact that the FUSA
Senate is even willing to
consider to protest an un-

responsive administration
means FUSA is far ahead
of where it was under the
DiBuono year.
During my first year
as a senator, we discussed
parking passes and housing pick raffles.
Today, the Senate discusses problems students
actually have with the
University.
Sure, there's work to
be done, but today FUSA
at least doesn't ignore the
fact that ordinary students
are increasingly dissatisfied with the state of
Fairfield University's administration.
Sincerely,
Tim Rich '08
former Senate
Chair

Seiser promotes housing
To the Editor:
I write this letter to you to encourage the students of Fairfield University to attend the Housing Lottery
Forum coming up on April 22 in the
BCC Lower Level at 8 p.m.
This will be a great opportunity
for us to show the administration
that changes need to be made an
regards to housing lottery policies,
and that we, the students, want to
play an active role in bringing about
these changes.
At the forum, the top-level
administrators from the Office of
Student Affairs and Residence Life
will sit on a panel to answer questions and respond to concerns relating to current on and off campus
housing policies.
I can assure you that this will
not be a lecture; rather it will be an
opportunity for students to ask questions, voice concerns and promote

movement towards an improved
housing lottery process. I can also
assure you that getting more student
involvement in decision making on
issues campus is FUSA's top priority
moving forward.
This event will be a great opportunity to embrace this initiative
and show the administration our
commitment to getting involved. A
strong turnout at this forum will help
us greatly in bringing about change
moving forward.
I end by saying that student
leaders across campus are working
hard to better the quality of life of
students on and off campus. Over
the coming months, we will be
working to not only create a better
housing lottery, but a better college
experience for all students.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Seiser'10
FUSA President

Words from the
Web
1994 grad sides with
2008grads
...With all due respect to
University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx, I'm sorry, this really
just seems like the top brass up
in Bellarmine are taking the easy
way out. Can Fairfield really
not attract anyone else from offcampus who still meets von Arx's
criteria? How many times has
the class of 2008 heard von Arx
speak to them in various venues
and at various events? This is
the chance for Fairfield to get
someone not necessarily famous
(those days are long gone, right,
Mr. Joel?), but at least someone
who seems just a bit more "special."
-1994 Grad responding to
April 10 article "von Arx named
the 2008 commencement speaker" by Jess Mitchell.

Reader suggests
Chapin join FUSA
Today I was scanning headlines for a story to peruse. As
I opened to this "FUSA"/April
12th article, I noted the author
[Andrew Chapin] and realized
the contents would be, as usual,
a disappointment. How fortunate
for this student in a bubble of
comfort and protection that he
really "sees" the truth. Nothing in
f? will ever be this easy. I mean
i he have to compete for the
"honor" ofwriting such illogical,
baseless trash ? Of course not, he
just volunteered to participate.
Believe me, I love a good OpEd piece, but his rarely are. Has
this student ever actually tried
to rally his constituents to do
tything other than plan for the
weekend? Does he have any idea
of the issues which face university administrations across this
country? That's too much work
and experience/facts have a way
of deflating grandiose posers.
Why doesn't this student run
for student government? Can you
picture the first time he couldn't
just write an article as a selfserving cathartic? He might
have to listen to a few people and
maybe everything wouldn't meet
his needs (and those who agree
with his position) right away.
I remember writing for my
college newspaper. It was a great
feeling to see my words in print. I
just tried never to be as predictable as this "author". 1 made a
point of being involved in other
activities on campus in order to
avoid the kind of blindness which
plagues this commentary-.
By the way, disrespecting
an outgoing administration is a
cowardly cliche. But then again,
this author thrives on pessimism
(not reality).
-"Carne" responding to April
.0 article "This week FUSA
^resents ... inaction on April 12"
w Andrew Chapin.
J

Editor: JP Porretta
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BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS

Funerals mean breaking ground — to
dig a hole in order to bury the dead.
But for Theatre Fairfield students, their
ground-breaking performance, "A Cry for
Peace" on Thursday was meant to get our heads
out of the holes we have so conveniently buried
them in.
"Let us acknowledge the value in this opportunity
to be fully conscious - to be fully human," said Gary
Pelletier '09, actor and co-creator of the event, during his
introductory monologue. "Open your eyes, hold your body
up the way nature intended and receive our words and our
energy and our faith. Breathe deeply and grieve."
Participants of the event acted as mourners and observers in a procession through the Hope Trail, a path lined with
flags along the sidewalk to represent those lost during the
Iraq War, from both Iraq and United States. The walk was led
by actor and co-creator, Sarah Gatti '10, while four pallbearers and Pelletier followed the crowd with a casket.
Gatti led the procession to the Oak Room patio, where
Anne Krane '09 could be heard singing as the participants
and observers gathered. It was here that Pelletier, Gatti and
other Theatre Fairfield members held the performance.
Pelletier proceeded over the ceremony while Gatti
recited five eulogies dedicated to various things lost as a
result of the Iraq War. Among Gatti's characters was one of
a mother whose son gave his life for his country.
"I can't imagine bringing a child into the world and
having it taken on someone else's terms," Gatti said in a
talkback after the performance. "I had to rehearse it 12 times
before I could stop crying."
After each eulogy, something of importance was
placed in the casket as a metaphor for what
has been lost.
Once the performance
concluded, the audience followed Gatti as the pallbearers
carried the casket down into the
lower level of the Barone Campus Center.
Here, actors and
audience gathered for refreshments and a talk
back discussion
about the Iraq War
and the emotions
brought forward
by this theatrical ritual.
Kristin
Villanueva '09,
representative
of Students for
Social Justice, explained what each
flag on the Hope
Trail represented.
The eight red flags
represented the
4,011 American
soldiers killed in
Iraq thus far; each
flag represented
500 soldiers.
The 1,300
white flags represented Iraqi citi-

zens
killed; each flag represented 500 deaths. The 4,000
yellow flags represented
Iraqi refugees killed, including those who tried to
flee; each flag represented
1,000 deaths.
"I think we don't give
much airtime to the war
anymore because of this sense of fatigue," said Gisela GilEgui, a communications professor. "In order to move us,
we need these emotional types of shock to awaken people,
and I hope any Other initiative on campus takes this creative
approach."
As part of a capstone project for their peace and justice
studies minor, the

group, which consisted of Theatre Fairfield's Pelletier, Gatti,
Laura Marciano '08 and new media major Emily Arouth '08,
enveloped their performance in the theme of humanity.
"That is why all the performers were barefoot and why
we put petals in the casket and poured in water instead of
actual gasoline," said Marciano. "We wanted to evoke a
response from humanity."
With compliments to the performers and comments
as to the emotions brought forth, those participating in
the talk back even opened up by sharing their personal
connections to the Iraq War.
Elizabeth Thompson '09, who performed in the
protest, told the group about her friend, a marine, who
had two tours of duty in Iraq, the first time for eight
months, the second for six months.
"When his troop and him went through the desert,
they wore mask to cover their faces to keep out the dust.
They were made by Harley-Davidson and they had a
skull on them," said Thompson.
"One time they had to go into a house and kill a
lot of people and they used the masks to scare a lot of
people, and it was just sad to hear that had to happen,"
she said with tears in her eyes.
"We have somehow justified the lost American
lives during 9/11 by massively killing hundreds and
thousands of Iraqi citizens," said Marciano. "This war
has been going on for five years and many American
soldiers that I have interviewed for my research believe
they have no real mission but to kill as many Iraqis a.-,
they can in order to be able to go home. What kind of
world are we living in when this kind of human destruction is taking place, and with no explanation?"
'"A Cry for Peace' shows how we can burst the
'Fairfield bubble' by taking action on our campus that
speaks to issues important across the globe," said Jocelyn
Boryczka, program director of peace and justice studies
and a politics professor. "It's time for us all to collectively remember its impact on this generation, which
includes the students at Fairfield today, and start talking
about how we can build hope in the future."

For an audio slideshow of trie
! event, see www.fairfieldmirror.com:
Photos by Tom Cleary, Photo Illustration by Andoni Flores
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BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

If "An Inconvenient Truth" or the
"The 11th Hour" are too much of a guilt trip
for you, here are some interesting and unique
documentaries that make present alternative
definitions of what it means to be green:
"Big Ideas for a Small Planet": This
two-season Sundance Channel series takes
a look at issues facing individuals and the
planet through profiling individuals and organizations
who are trying to promote
idOjBSBgreen living and activism.
Each half hour episode is
titled after specific topics of the environmental movement, including
£ome likely - "Power,"
("Water" and "Food" - and
unlikely - "Create," "Pray"
and "Sports" - issues. To preview clips of
the series, visit Sundancechannel.com/series/
thegreen_bigideas.
"Waste Food":
Based on the book "Cradle to Cradle"
by architect Wiliam McDonough
nd chemist Mihael Braungart,
is award-winning
(documentary prootes a new production and con-

sumption philosophy that
upholds non-toxic
and recyclable practices.
It also explores how corporations such
as Nike and Ford are looking into sustainable
methods following an innovative zero-waste
method, known as "wasj^,
|F food."
"Who Killed the
Electric Car?": This 2006
documentary focuses on
(the creation, limited production and eventual death
f the electric car, specifically General Motor's
EV1. Director Chris Paine seeks commentary
from celebrities, activists and bi-partisan politicians, including Tom Hanks and Ralph Nader, who weigh in on the rise, fall and protest
of the electric car's lifespan
and the on-going conflict
among environmentalists,
ig business, politicians
land the role of oil.

but "I
spread and often unknown uses of
the material. Award-winners of the
Sundance Film Festival Cinematography Award, filmmakers/narrator
ludith Hefland and Daniel Gold
explore the history of vinyl, its use
in industry and consumer culture,
the implications of exposure to PVC
toxins and combine it with elements
of dark humor.

"Gimme
Green": This short,
but poignant film that investigates American's historical obsession with well-manicured
lawns. It humorously documents
jthe social and economic factors
jof why people living in the U.S.,
jespecially suburbanites, have spent
Isignificant amounts of money, time
land energy on the upkeep of their
jproperty and the environmental
pmpact of pesticide and insecticide
luse to maintain these otherwise
Ipristine plots of land.
All photos from Amazon.com and
Sundancechannel.com

One old kind Tie Skirls
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We ?digf Digby: Breakout star releases debut album
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

Marie Digby is a breath of
fresh air to the music industry.
If you're already familiar with
Digby, then you've probably seen
her on YouTube. Digby filmed
many videos in her living room
of just her singing and strumming
her guitar. She became yet another
YouTube phenomenon, was signed
by a record company and lived
happily ever after.
Or did she? It turns out that
Digby was first discovered in
2004 when she won the Pantene
Pro-Voice Music Competition with
her song, "Miss Invisible." By the
end of 2005, she had signed a deal
with Hollywood Music.
After this point, controversy
arose. Some claim Digby's YouTube account was a viral promotional technique on Hollywood
Record's behalf to gain her notoriety before the release of her
album. Digby claims she filmed
and uploaded videos onto iTunes

as her own desperate attempt after her record company wouldn't
promote her.
I like to believe Digby's side
of the story, the side of a girl with
raw talent and complete likability
who wanted to bring her music out
to the world. The fairy tale where
the princess sticks it to the big
record company.
On her blog, Digby calls the
release date of her album, "Unfold," "one of the happiest days
of her life."
"It is the moment in which all
of the hours I spent writing songs
in the dark after my family went to
sleep, all of the days that I spent at
the open mics - waiting my turn to
sing my song, all of the countless
years I spent praying and dreaming
that my music would be heard by
people around the world ... all of
this comes to life," Digby said.
At the same time of Digby's
big break, I was experiencing one
of the saddest moments of my life.
I discovered that Michelle Branch,
one of my favorite female artists'

was ditching a solo career to form
a duet. Sure, she still made music,
but it wasn't the same.
But soon after, I was delighted
to find Digby, who can fill the hole
Michelle Branch left in the heart of
my iTunes collection.
Digby's innocent, sweet voice
is whatever she makes it to be. In a
ballad like "Spell," Digby is soulful and enchanting. In an upbeat
pop number like "Stupid For You,"
her voice is perky and cheery.
The single from the CD, "Say
It Again," has a light and pretty
tone reminiscent of the Corrs with
an upbeat nature which clings happily to the air.
"Miss Invisible" is one of
Digby's first original songs. The
autobiographical content recounts
her experience not fitting in high
school. When she sings "There's a
girl / Who sits under the bleachers
/ Just another day eating alone /
And though she smiles / There is
something just hiding," its something of which many females can
identify.

Adrianitm.com

This is no love song, but
rather a song of support to all the
young women struggling with
finding their identity.
The disappointment of the
album is "Umbrella," and yes, I do
mean the Rihanna classic. Digby
started gaining more notoriety on
YouTube from her covers than her
original songs, and the one which

iPick

by Andoni Flores

Take Me Anywhere
(Album Version)
by Tegan And Sara
From the album "So Jealous"
Simple yet endearing, this female di|jsthas got
the hooks and the beats to keep ydu singing
along for a while.

Hounds of Love
(new mix)
by The Futureheads
From the album "The Futureheads"
Strangely enough, this song is not a love
song. The band does a really cool bit with
"uh-ohs" that's fun to sing along with.

The Space
Between

Helicopter (Whitey
Version)
BLOC PARTY

by Valencia
From the album "This Could Be A
Possibility"
Strong vocals with fast distorted guitars always make great hits and this
song is no different. Long distance
relationships are easy but this song
helps.

by Bloc Party
From the album "Silent Alarm Remixed"
Sounding like the intro from some indie flick this
remix of Bloc Party's "Helicopter" comes complete with howling wolves. It's a very interesting
sound, makes you feel like rocking out.

I Will Possess Your
Heart (Radio Edit)
by Death Cab For Cutie
From the album "I Will Possess Your
Heart"
Basically, this single is amazing. It has a
really cool base line that's kind of difficult
to follow with a really upbeat tempo. The
lyrics are all about getting the girl to give
him a chance. I'm sure we can all relate.

Maybe Misery
(Album Version)
by Quietdrive
From the album "When All That's Left
Is You"
Absolutely amazing song, really well
produced. You'll be hooked from the first
couple of beats. It's sharp contrasting
sounds make this a really fun song to
leave on repeat for a day or two.

stuck out the most was "Umbrella."
I love the song, but I love it for the
R&B flow and attitude which only
Rihanna can give the song.
"Unfold" is available on
iTunes as a bonus track version.
The 14 track album is only $6.99,
a bargain in the music industry
today. All in all, it's full of great
tunes to celebrate spring.

Rid of Her
by Tadhg Cooke
From the album "Live At St Kevin's"
For all those girls we just wish we
could forget. The one night stands and
those that didn't happen. If you need
to get rid of her crank this song up.
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
All photos from Amazon.com

Now That We're
Done
(Album Version)
by Metro Station
From the album "Metro Station"
We always realize things after we
break up with people and this songs
all about that. Along with catchy
hooks and synthesizers. Don't get
bummed over your ex, rejoice and
be happy it's over.
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Reeves returns full force with 'Street Kings
low (Keanu Reeves), who
plays by his own rules,
outside of the system, to
get the job done. His captain, Jack Wander (Forrest
Whitaker) is always there
to cover his tracks to keep
him out of trouble, along
with his team.
Trouble hits when an
ex-partner, Terence Washington (Terry Crews) is trying to bring Ludlow down,
with the help of Interior Affairs Captain James Biggs
(Hugh Laurie).
However, when
Washington is gunned
down in front of Tom's
very eyes, which everyone
Rottentomatoes.com sees as being very conveKing of the streets; not king of films: "Street Kings" brings entertainment and excitement, nient for Tom, he declares
but it's certainly not the best of its kind.
a vendetta against Washington's killers, with the
BY ALEX CONROY
aid of young detective Paul Diskant (Chris Evans).
At first, the story seems to be a bit stilted. Many of
"Training Day." "American Gangster." "S.W.A.T." the early events seem too convenient, very unlikely events
"Gone Baby Gone."
that further the story along, but gradually, that fades away,
What do all of these movies have in common? and everything falls into place.
They're about crooked cops. When I walked into the
The story has many twists and turns that will keep
theater to watch "Street Kings," I couldn't help but think, viewers guessing, and there is enough action, some of it
do we really need another one? However, once the movie very brutal, to keep your eyes glued to the screen.
The acting in the movie was surprisingly good, esgot started, it was well able to hold up it's own.
"Street Kings" starts out with a ruthless cop, Tom Lud- pecially from the lead.

For more Mirror entertainment see
www.fairfieldmirror.com,
interviews, reviews and more!

Top 5 YouTube picks
The five best videos
from youtube.com
based on votes by the
entertainment staff:

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
"Pedophile Beards"
In need of a 'bad boy' image?Try getting a pedophile beard. From the makers
of rapist glasses.
The Red Diamond Dragon Club

<JHV.

./
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Views: 900.196

"Being Gay Commercial"
If you don't like girls, just go gay, you
have nothing to lose, but your
heterosexuality.
WTF?!: Episode 12 - Soulja Boy (explicit)

V;■';:■ f&H.■ "r>*% -■••*; .*"*K* N^.--.:J^;-::»I^:->.V ■
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Rate:

A
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"The Red Diamond Dragon Club"
Strange creatures try to torture a guy
when all of a sudden poop gets weird

Sister Busted By Brother

Views: 188.540

"WTF?!-Soulja Boy"
A racy commentary making fun of the
Soulja Boy phenomenon and the direction
that rap is heading.

Reeves plays the part of a tormented man, alcoholic,
broken and bruta and portrays his character in a light that
is both honest and realistic.
Whitaker, as always, is amazing, passionate and sweaty,
with some of the most emotional scenes of the movie.
Even Chris Evans, who is a relative newcomer, is
convincing, as the young gun who wants to establish
himself.
The only weak point of the film is Laurie's acting,
who seems to be exactly like his character on Fox's television drama, "House".
The one major
criticism on the
movie is that, as
with many movies,
this one seems to
glorify crime.
It may be excusable in "Street
Kings," which promotes the theme
that "the ends justify the means."
However, others may feel Some
may, however, find
the film controversial because of this
portrayal.

Vi«w»; 25.MHJ

"Sister Busted By Brother"
Girl comes home late at night to be
confronted by mother after disappearing
for a while. Brother has some hilarious
commentary for the situation.

Career
Corner

Job and Internship Application Deadlines
Covidien
Internships including:
4/21
Finance - Accounting, GPO Marketing
Sales Compensation, Credit and Collections
Marketing Intern Sales Training
IS Support, Information Service
Customer Service, Surgical Education
Finance - Rebates
CDW Corporation
4/28
Account Manager- Inside Sales
First Investors Corp.
Financial Representative Intern
Financial Representative Seniors
Recruiting Intern
Management Intern
4/29
Northwestern Mutual Financial Representative
4/29
Peoples United Bank
Branch Management Training Program 4/29
Sr. General Ledger Processor
4/29
Eze Castle Software
Business Consultant
4/29
Jr. Connectivity Consultant
4/29
McLagan Partners
Intern Analyst
4/29
Bankers Life
& Casualty
4/29
Account Exec/Management Trainee
Lime Brokerage LLC Enterprise Java Developer
4/29
Strategies for Wealth
4/29
Financial Planner
4/29
Kohler Ronan LLC
Engineer
W.B.Mason
4/29
Field Sales Rep.
Lincoln Hall
4/29
Youth Counselor
4/29
Valassis
Internal Auditor
4/29
GE
Treasury Tax Intern
4/29
Glen Core Ltd.
Administrative Position
4/29
University Directories Sales/Marketing Intern
Keep an eye on eRecruiting for upcoming
full-time and internship opportunities!
Career Fair
Tuesday, April 22
North Haven Career Fair
For more information: http://www.ctjobfairs.com

11:00am -3:00pm

Editor; Meghan Schelzi
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Earth Day 2008: Get into the green scene
What's
happening:
During the next two weeks, Fairfield's Student Environmental Association, Environmental Steering Committee and other on-campus groups will be
sponsoring events to commemorate 38
years of Earth Day:

Donate old sneakers to Sneaker
Mountain in the box in upper level
of the BCC through April 25. All
donations will be turned into recycled
building material for playgrounds.

Watch Leonardo DiCaprio's documentary "The 11th Hour," screening
in the BCC 1st floor alcove on April
18 at 6 p.m. and April 19 & 20 at 4
p.m., 6 p.m. & 8 p.m.

Get in the green spirit with
Fairfield Beach Cleanup on Sunday,
April 20 from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Pick up
wJlLbe-irufront-of the..BCC

The 2nd annual Green Fair and
Picnic will be held on Sunday, April
20 on the BCC lawn from 4-8 p.m.
Vendors include E: The Environmental Magazine and Fairfield's own Mrs.
Green's Natural Market.

Join the Campus Cleanup on
Tuesday, April 22 from 11 a.m.-l
p.m. and 2-4 p.m. by stopping by the
BCC info desk to receive directions
and supplies.

How much food do you waste?
During the week of April 21, the BCC
dining hall will remove plastic trays
to demonstrate the one ounce of food
waste thrown away by each person
per meal.

Cut the carbon: The rise of localvorism
the farm to your table
and everywhere in
between.
At the center of
the green movement
is the concept of decreasing one's carbon
Photo Illustration by Meghan Schelzi
footprint.
Every time you
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
drive your car, use electricity or
do anything that outputs carbon
Visit any grocery store across dioxide and other greenhouse
the country and you will be bom- gases, there will be an impact on
barded with promises of organic, the environment.
whole food ingredients.
Food travels too, and not just
While it is beneficial for from the market to your house.
The average American meal
people to buy items free of pesticides and unpronounceable pre- travels 1,500 miles before reachservatives, buying locally grown ing the table for consumption,
foods can have even greater, far- according to the Center for Urban
reaching effects.
Education about Sustainable AgLocalvores uphold this ideal.
riculture.
Localvores are individuals
That's the equivalent diswho buy and eat foods grown and tance from Fairfield University
sold — usually within a 100-mile to eastern Colorado.
radius — near the their homes, or
Buying locally grown foods
within the their foodshed.
can dramatically decrease this
A foodshed is a way of track- food mileage.
ing the source of your food, from
So, here are three benefits

of integrating localvorism into
your diet and next shopping
excursion:
Take waste out of the cycle:
Beyond cutting down on transport costs, vegetables and fruits
harvested on farms do not require
shrink-wrap and other forms of
packaging.
Also, farmers grow a variety
of crops that are tilled and rotated regularly while also raising
livestock and cattle. This creates
sustainable practices that virtually reduces or eliminates waste
from a production and consumption aspect.
More money in your pocket:
Subtracting the costs of shipping,
packaging and marketing will save
both you and growers money.
Additionally, most local farmers do not use chemicals on their
foods and opt to skip the lengthy,
expensive organic certification
process, providing you with less
expensive, clean food.

According to a national study
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, foods bought at farmer's
markets were less expensive than
at grocery stores.
Knowing where your food
comes from creates food-esteem:
Not only are you supporting local
businesses and ensuring economic
success for the future, but you
are also feeding your body with
meat that was raised humanely
and produce that is grown under
responsible farming practices.
Eating locally is nothing new,
but it is a practice that is being reintroduced into the lives of many
individuals concerned not just
about their own health and wallet,
but who are also interested in creating sustainable, responsible food
and community practices.
Buying in-season, locally
grown food is one way to begin
acting globally. Next time you go
shopping, ask, "Where is my food
coming from?"

'4-0
Go local with area farmers' markets
4

If you are interested in buying local vegetables, honey, teas, meats and seafood and want
to make the most out of the warm weather both now and in the fall, here are a few farmers'
markets near the University:

Name

Location

Hours

Fairfield Indoor Farmers'
Market

70 Sanford St.
Fairfield. CT

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sat. - May

Fairfield Farmers' Market

1950 Bronson Road
Fairfield, CT

1-4 p.m.
Sat. - Jun. 2 - Oct. 22

Westport Farmers' Market

25 Powers Court
Westport, CT

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thursday, June - Nov.

Weston Farmers' Market

57 Blue Spruce Circle
Weston, CT

8 a.m.
June 2

12 p.m.
Oct. 13

Visit BuyCTGrown.org to get a complete list of farmers' markets in Connecticut and
to see what products are imseason throughout the year. If you aren't from the area, visit
iarvest.org for national local food purveyors and news.

Check out the garbage pile in the
cafeteria on April 22.

Content by Alexandra Gross/Photo Illustration by Meghan Schelzi

From apples to squash, Barone notices its footprint
Faculty and staff can enjoy a green BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
lunch in the Oak room on Tuesday,
The words "local" and "Barone" may not be uttered in the
April 22 at noon and sample foods
same
sentence, but Fairfield students do have access to some local
from local and organic growers.
options on the Barone menu.
This applies year-round and not just because of Earth Day.
According to Resident Dining Manager Christopher Bosze,
about 95 percent of the apples eaten on campus are from ConnectiBe part of the groundbreaking cut, New York and Massachussetts, as well as most other seasonal
ceremony of the eco-friendly Jesuit vegetables including squash and zucchini.
In anticipation of the 2nd annual outdoor Earth Day Picnic on
residence at 10 a.m. on April 22 onSunday, April 20, Bosze said there will be a focus on food miles.
Bellarmine Lawn.

"We will be providing everyone with a footprint of sorts,
that describes where each menu item was grown, produced or
processed, and how it arrived onto the loading dock of the BCC,"
said Bosze.
"Last year's event was a great learning experience for the entire
University community."
In addition to vegetables and yearly green eating events, University dining services also utilize Supercow.
The program is through Connecticut-based Guida's Milk and
Ice Cream, in which dairy products are extracted from and delivered
to areas in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York
and New Jersey.
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Not just students learn from new Alcohol 101 survey
BY KAITLYN PHELPS

It's a typical weekend scene: a handle of Bacardi, some
sodas and shot glasses and six of your best friends all crammed
into one, tiny room in the dorms. One of you opens the door
to an RA perched outside waiting to catch a glimpse of anything suspicious.
The next thing you know you are sitting in Alcohol 101.
It has come to be an institution dreaded and avoided by
most Fairfield students, but if you don't He to the dean and
accept your punishment, you may actually find you learn
something in this mandatory class, according to several students who have participated.
And now the school may learn something about you,
thanks to a mandatory two-part survey that students are now
required to fill out to determine drinking habits on campus.
If you attend an Alcohol and Other Drugs (AOD) class
(Alcohol 101,202 or Townhouses and Apartments 101), you
will participate in a 30-day study conducted by the University
to establish the quantity and frequency of student alcohol use;
This research is implemented through a short survey in class,
followed by an online check-up 30 days later.
Students are encouraged to answer the survey truthfully
and it is all anonymous.
^tf
The questionnaire asks students how often they consume
alcohol, how many drinks they typically have, if they have
ever experienced an inability to stop drinking, if they have
ever been unable to remember events due to drinking and if
their friends have ever expressed concern about the
ing habits.
Instructor of AOD classes Jeanne DiMuzio, director of
counseling services as well as weilness and prevention i
that she believes the survey will be effective in determining
the success of the rehabilitation program at Fairfield.
"The test will assist us in measuring the impact on the
initial intervention by Public Safety or Residence Life at the
time of the infraction, the impact of the follow-up process
... and finally the AOD classes Or an alcohol assessment,"
DiMuzio said.

Even with preventative changes being instituted to the
program, DiMuzio's classes almost always reach the eightstudent limit.
In terms of class composition, male students outnumbered
females at AOD 101 by a ratio of 83 to 68 for the Fall 2007
semester and freshman represented the majority of attendees,
nearly doubling the number of sophomores present.
But even with an awareness of the punishment, underclassmen continue to drink.
"We were pretty careless my freshman and sophomore
years," said Jason Apostolides '08. "We thought that even if
we got in trouble, there would be some way out and it wasn't
enough to make us stop drinking altogethe r."
Many students will continue to use alcohol as a sort
of reward or means of relaxing after a stressful week, according to DiMuzio.
"I think that's why college students drink," DiMuzio
said. "Because the week is over, it's a celebration, a social
activity, a connector."
The negative repercussions of drinking such as pregnancy, STDs, assault, regretted sex and a damaged reputation
are"often overlooked, according to DiMuzio. She said that she
hopes the class will remind students of the realities associated with binge drinking, in addition to making them aware
of alcohol-related statistics.
.^Hr^r^m
"I went into the class wondering what I could possibly
learn more about alcohol." said Kirsten Finneli '08, who said
she attended the class as a freshman.
"I found out that there was actually a lot I did not know
about drinking," she said.
JJP «fl
Kelly Oliver '08 also attended the class her freshman
year and remembers the experience fondly.
*T actually did learn a lot," she said. "It was fun and
interesting because of the teacher and there were a lot of
people I knew in the class."
In addition to being a social event, some of the lessons
learned in the class are quite eye-opening.
DiMuzio provided a variety of statistics that she presents
in class: 5 percent of alcohol gets absorbed before you even
swallow; it takes a full 30 days for your body to recover from
just one night of drinking; and the median age that teenagers

have their first drink is 11.7.
Finneli recalled another lesson from her AOD101 class.
"I remember being told that boys can get beer boobs from
drinking too much," she said.
For the past seven years, there have been ongoing changes to the alcohol and drug program at Fairfield including a
smaller class size and a more personalized approach.
In a recent visit to a session of AOD 101, the five female
and three male students in attendance told their personal
stories about drinking. They said most of their partying takes
place on the weekends and only a few admitted to drinking
during the week.
"I wouldn't drink unless it was the weekend," said
one freshman student at AOD101, who wishedto remain
anonymous.
"I like to get all of my stuff done first because I
prioritize."
A male sophomore student in the class had similar
"I drank more last year because I wanted to see what
it was like," he said. "This year 1 wanted to do better in
school because my parents are paying a lot of money for
me to be here."
MJIBP^
Another male student related a story of how he had
entered a room where his friends had been drinking a few
minutes prior to the jRA's entrance. He maintained that he
was not consuming alcohol.
Many students attending the classes are somewhat
responsible, but they said they had just been at the wrong
place at the Wrong time.
According to DiMuzio, Fairfield students are known
for their ability to balance their partying and academics, but
because alcohol can bring students together to form lasting
friendships, she does not anticipate an end to underage drinking on campus.
DiMuzio hopes the new 30-day survey will provide
new information and statistics about the tendencies of current
Fairfield students.
Her advice? Nothing in excess.
"In moderation, everything is good for your body,"
DiMuzio said.

Congratulations to the
2008 Student Award Recipients
Student Achievement Awards
Frank Fraioli - Alliance
Erin Hickey - Women's Club Hockey
Hutch Williams - Campus Pride & Unity

See clearty. Look amazing

William J. Kramer '60 Humanitarian Award
Megan Steel - Colleges Against Cancer

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265
www.glancect.com Student discount 15%

olance
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St. Ignatius Loyola Medal
Tim Dee
Come congratulate this year's recipients and hear their
acceptance speeches at the 2008 Student Awards Ceremony.

Wednesday, April 23,2008
Aloysius P. Kelley, SJ. Center
Presentation Room
6 p.m.
For more information, please call the Office of Alumni Relations
at ext. 4280 or e-mail alumni@mail.fairfield.edu.

Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 a.m. - midnight

Sodexhe

Campus Services

April 17, 2008

Editor: Jack McNamara

Dan Stanczyk
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HI SCIld / SHE SCIld
Jackie Mautone
Living and learning... with a roommate

I'm sure you've all made
plenty of friends so far in
college, but how many of
them could you actually live
with? Being friends with someone involves seeing them only
when you want to. Living with
someone is a whole different
ball game.
Sharing a room with someone can either be civil or it can
be a disaster. Roommates are
especially susceptible to being
bothered by small things.
I need air traffic
controller headphones
to hear myself think
when my roommates
are eating sometimes, but I'm not
their mother so I can't
say anything. I'm sure
there are plenty of things that I
do that bother them. It's a twoway street when you live with
other people.
When you share a room with
someone, you have to get in sync
with the other's schedules. You
have to know, for example, how
long it takes them to work out, so
you know when to work it out.
Communication is key; a tie

on the door just doesn't cut it.
Roommates have to be on the
same page. This could involve an
alternating schedule, late night
heads-up texts, sleeping on futons or the elusive double date
slumber (getting weird?). Not
only does communication help
you get some, but it helps
roommate bonding.
Roommates have a way
of dealing with one another's
different moods. For example, sometimes my roommate likes it when I
blast Beethoven's
5th from my gas
chamber, and
other times he
doesn't.
Speaking of
falling asleep in
the same room, there's nothing
more masculine than a one on
one male pillow talk.
During those, plenty of predictions and claims are made.
In fact, I bet my roommate
that I could put on 10 pounds
of pure fat before the end of
the year and I will not go down
without a fight. Please help to
cheer me on.

One of the first rites of passage
we experience as college students, aside from the discovery that we have zero tolerance for
alcohol, is meeting with our freshman year roommate.
The process began when the
roommate assignment letter arrived
in your mailbox. No matter what
the poor girl's name was, you had
her life story written in your head
before you dialed her phone number. The members of the class
of '08 were the last sad souls .".
without the luxury of Facebook, and therefore we
•
were forced to use more
conventional methods:
Our imaginations.
The crop of first year
roommates that my high
school friends and I had
predicted included a drug dealer, a
Russian Mob Princess and a lesbian
(we went two for three that year).
From the first phone conversation to the first meeting, no word
besides awkward is more appropriate to describe the relationship you
had with your new roommate.
Living with a stranger for a year?
Awkward. And it's even more awkward when you discover on move-

in day that everything she owns is
purple, or that she has an affinity
for arts and crafts (i.e. crocheting,
making bead mosaics and any hot
glue gun activity) and a tendency
to hyperventilate in, you guessed
it, awkward situations.
It is possible to make the best
of a bad roomie situation. Solution?
Find a best friend whose roommate is equally awkward. This
way you can commiserate as
well as secure one another as
roommates for next year.
If you make it off
s campus, you'll have to
deal with a whole new
set of problems. Now
your roommates are
also your best friends,
which means you've
reached a whole new level
of comfort (read: dirtiness).
If you haven't encountered the
"whose turn is it to buy toilet paper"
standoff, I'm jealous.
Another problematic situation is
when one of their [half-naked] boyfriends will bump into you en route
to the bathroom at 4 a.m.
Though, if they're still around
in the morning, you'll probably get
breakfast out of it.

ONE
OFF FREE

%

ANY REGULARLY PRICED
PACKAGE/MEMBERSHIP
OR FULL-SIZED
LOTION BOTTLE.

Excludes lotion of the month/EFT's. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with any
other offers.
©2007 Beach Bum Tanning

ONEWEEK

PLATINUM TAN
with lotion
packette purchase.
Must show photo ID. Consecutive day tanning.
One tan per day. No sharing of packages/memberships
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Limit one
coupon per customer.

©2007 Beach Sum Tanning

SUNLESS TANS

FREE
12^
TANNING '
*20
Excludes Airbrush Tanning. Coupon applies to Sunless
■ Tans only. Excludes ail other Titanium equipment.
All sessions expire after 30 days. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with
any other offers. Manhattan prices slightly higher.
I Limit one coupon per customer. Surcharges appfy.
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' College Crossword
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by Joshua O'Connell

NewMC

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.

1
4

11K

COFFEE BREAK

8
7
1

9

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

4 5
Week of
04/14/08

ACROSS
1. walk hard
6. bathroom walls' worst nightmare
10. gently initiate
14. chocolate starter
15. bone in the forearm
16. exact double
17. particular strong liquors
18. places people drink
19. unable
20. plant again
22. actress Cameron
24. water's solid state
25. hang ten
27. album from 2001
29. album from 1995
33. former SNLer Gasteyer
34. popular sandwich cookie
35. ticket part
37. having three dimensions
41. grass-covered field
42. satisfied
44. John's partner Yoko
45. fats
48. All in the Family creator Norman
49. very small amount
50. not in
52. album from 1993
54. album from 1999
58. moist
59. there may be no room here
60. bird food
62. laid back
66. a deformed circle
68. give a darn
70. not anybody (2 wds.)
71. fork prong
72. door-to-door "lady"
73. less wet
74. winter mountain toy
75. revs, like energy
76. smell or taste
DOWN
1. what forms to protect 34 Down
2. empty container used to obtain

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

15

17

18

20

21

1

30

41

42

45

46

59
66
71
74

55

27

56

■
67

28

1

37

38

1

62
69

S3
70
73

;

76

*

net weight
3. South American wood part
4. just goes with it (2 wds.)
5. faker
6. hero, perhaps
7. wearing clothes
8. detach from a truck
9. mix of Indian spices
10. and so on (abbrev.)
11. ready for
12. after a certain point
13. go in
21. women s'ometimes wear one
23. metallic element
26. deadly
28. Greek letter
29. Raggedy Ann, for instance
30. math calculation
31. it's made of months
32. silenced
36. facial hair

38. goof
39.keen on
40. gently urge
43. sleep image
46. wear
47. plural of 6 down
49. make a passioned request
51. leather covering at a boot's
head
53. augments
54. they happened in Watts after
Rodney King
55. heavy block of metal
56. stupid; foolish
57. interlace
61. fall to the ground
63. particular cut of meat
64. singles
65. are, in the past
67. ruled
69. shorter than ems

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com

by Rob Fitzgerald

Can you spot the
changes?

Photo by Tom Geary

Check out
FairfieldMirror.com
for the answers.
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Photo Hunt!

Photo from Iraq War protest on
John McCain's visit to Sacred Heart
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Should a female be able to

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

participate in Mr. Fairfield?

by Anastasia Alimaras

- ~^—

"/ don't think that a girl should be
able to. It goes against the whole
purpose of the contest."
- Kylie Murray '09
%%

"I think no. Maybe
they should have a Ms.
Fairfield contest."

-srtr

I'^teah, if she's willing to dress like
a man.

- Kaitlin Ryan '08
i|J|

— Brian Larkin '09

-J3-

"Definitely. At my school, girls tried
outfor the boys pageant all the time.
People thought it was funny.
-AllyMacDonald'll

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

I

SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
.

Arabic French Russian Spanish

2 semesters
of language
credit in 4 weeks
of immersion

June 2-27,2008
Wesleyan University
Middletown, CT

APPLY NOW!
www.wesleyan.edu/summer
For more information
call 860-685-2900 or email
summer@wesleyan.edu

f or something great...
e take the 5tag card.
Student Discount.
1561 Post RdL Fairfield Center

203-254*8387
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CHRIS SIMMONS

Throwback Edition

The Questions
Fairfield baseball: 10-20, but still
in second place in the MAAC. But,
at least they aren't Iona (1-28).

1. Is baseball a MAAC con
tender?

The Eric San Georges of intramural. They don't win, therefore, they
are underappreciated. I think the
GM might be fired soon.

Rose. He'll join CP3 and Deron
Williams as the future of point
guards.

I show up where there's free
food. I might be there begging for
scraps.

m sure a forum will solve
problems. The administralways listens to all of the
nts' concerns.

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDER THIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top ioo law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median -158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

LAW.QUINNIPIAC.EDU

HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
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Hot Start in Hartford: The women's golf team
Softball Stumbles in Buffalo: Entering the weekend,
impressed in the opening round of the 2008 Hartford Women's
the Stags had won seven of eight games and had not lost since
Invitational. As a team, the Stags shot a team score of 333, only
March 27th.
six strokes behind the University of Albany for the lead.
That trend, however, Was erased, as hot hitting and timely pitch
The strong showing was led by (class) Courtney Richard
ing by its opponents cost Fairfield a pair of doubleheader games.
son '09, who shot a first-round 80. Richardson is currently in
On Saturday, the Stags dropped a pair to Canisius, losing the
third place, three strokes behind leader Natalie Desjardins from Long Island first game, 13-5 and the second contest 11-4. In the first game, Fairfield started the
University.
game strong, totaling three runs in the top of the first inning thanks to a three-run
Richardson's was far from the only impressive effort on the day. Kristen home run from freshman outfielder Kristina Lingo. The Griffs answered, though,
MacDonald '11 shot a first-round 83, which places her ninth overall and six with three runs due to a home run of their own. Canisius held the lead for the re
shots behind the leader. Alicia Espostio '10 posted an 84, which situates her in mainder of the game. In the afternoon game, the Griffs totaled eight runs in four
a tie for the twelfth place.
innings to take a commanding lead.
As for the rest of the Stags, Christina DeStefano '11 shot a first-round 86
On Sunday, the difficult weekend continued with two games against Niand sits in 18th place, while Annie Sperandio shot a first-round 93.
agara. On this day, though, it was late rallies from the opposition that was the
In the team's pervious competition, the Stags competed in the Tina Barett team's downfall.
Long wood Invitational Tournament in Virginia and finished 11th overall. Rich
Jenna DiBernardo '08 hit a three-run home run to give Fairfield a 3-0 lead,
ardson and McDonald both shot 170 for two-day totals.
but a fourth inning rally from Canisius cost the Stags the lead. The Purple Eagles
At the conclusion of the Hartford tournament, the Stags will stay in Con went onto win the game, 7-4. In the second contest, yet another DiBernardo home
necticut and travel north to New Haven for another in-state competition. Central run was erased by two sixth inning home runs for Niagara.
Connecticut will host an Invitational tournament over the weekend.
The Stags return home on Wednesday to face rival Sacred Heart.

Male Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE: Dave Dudish '10
SPORT: Baseball
ACHIEVEMENT: Third baseman Dave Dudish
was at the center of the Stags' recent hot streak.
Dudish hit 6-for-ll against Siena, including five
RBIs and four runs scored, as Fairfield took two
out of three and moved into a tie for second place in
the MAAC standings. Dudish was named MAAC
Baseball Player of the Week for his efforts against
Siena. Dudish is now hitting .265 on the season.,
and the Stags have won five of seven games.

Female Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE: Lauren Chatnik 09
SPORT: Women's Lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: It was another week of success for Chatnik and the Stags. Chatnik was named
MAAC Defensive Player of the Week, her second
of the season, following a season-high 14-save effort against Canisius and an 11-save effort against
Holy Cross. She totaled 29 saves on the week.
Chatnik won three games on the week, stretching
her impressive record in net to 11 wins on the
season and her save percentage to .518.
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Youth movement begins
for men's lacrosse

Women's lacrosse
continues its
winning ways
CONTINUED FROM P.

CONTINUED FROM P.

24

for us to wiri," said Loffredo.
Vallely.one of the team's defensive captains, ranks 13th
in the nation in caused turnovers.
Leading the attack is freshman Kristen Coleman '11,
who has won a MA AC weekly award every week this
season and most recently won the MAAC Rookie of the
Week. Coleman also broke the single-season goal record
and finished the weekend with 50 goals, besting Loffredo's
old record. She is ranked seventh in the nation in points
and needs only three more points to break Fairfield's singleseason record.
"She just has good chemistry with a lot of the different
attackers," said Loffredo. "We have almost the same attack
returning from last year, but she's just a piece of that puzzle
that we've kind of been missing. She makes things happen;
if not for herself, than for other people which is big. When
teams are shutting her off, other people are stepping up. We
have a good balance in there."
Sophomore Erin Rigby '10 has also played a large role
in the Stags' success. Her play last week earned her the
MAAC Offensive Player of the Week for the second time
this season. Rigby has 36 goals and 13 assists on the season,
ranking her second in both categories behind Coleman on the
Stags. Rigby also ranks 10th in the nation in draw controls,
averaging 3.23 per game.
"She's so important," said Loffredo. "She's one of those
people who is very hard to compete against when it comes
to groundballs. She's very athletic and knows how to box
out her opponents and come up with a groundball. When
we have a hard time with the draw control, we put her there
specifically to come up with it."
Fairfield has three games remaining on the schedule, all

Peter Caty/The Mirror

13 and counting: Kelly Barnes '10 and the Stags defense played a vital role in securing the team's historic
win streak.

at home. The Stags will face last year's MAAC Champions LeMoyne, which is now an independent team.
"I think it will be a big test for us," said Loffredo. "We •
know that LeMoyne has been so strong in the past few
years. I think we have a team that can definitely run with
them and hopefully [Lemoyne] can run with us. It is going
to be a great game that I think we are all really excited for.
It's a pretty big out-of-conference matchup."
With the season winding down and owning a stellar
record, Fairfield is still focusing on improving to become
the best it can be.
"Coach Waldvogel and I have really stressed that we
have to get better every game, every day," said Loffredo.
"We can't just settle for doing well because, at the end
of the day, that may not be all it takes. We are just trying
to get better every day, every game. I think that's really
important for us."

THE FLYING DISH COMMITS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
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Baxter is far from the lone rookie at the attack position.
Freshman Doug Kuring '10, who began the season with
two game-winning goals and ECAC Rookie of the Week
honors following an impressive outing against Providence, also receives
extensive time.
Grant Devilbiss '11 had two goals
against Yale, his third goal in three
starts at the attack position and fourth
goal in as many game's.Despite the strong presence of
prospects at attack, "youth is just as
rampant at the midfield. :
Max Trunz '11 scored a goal, his
BAXTER
second of the season, against Yale.
Alongside Trunz, Ryan Mulford
' 11 has also played strong of late, contributing two goals and
an assist in his last two contests.
"These [midfielder] are doing great things every game,"
said Spencer. "These young kids show a lot of promise"
Despite the lack of success, Spencer has continued to
preach patience to his team.
"This doesn't happen over night, it is going to take some
time," said Spencer.
"It is a lot to ask from them to go against a Georgetown
or a Loyola and ask them to dominate."
"They are just going to get better and better," said
Spencer.
The transition for the Stags will not get any easier in the
coming weeks.
The Stags final home game this coming Saturday is
against Loyola (Md.), a team enters the game ranked fourth
nationally in the United State Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association (USILA) coaches' poll.
"At this point, we want to spoil other teams' seasons," said
Spencer. "We seemed to rise to challenge against Georgetown,
and I'm confident that the boys will do the same this week."

- STAG CURDS WELCOME!

Energize your body with a Value-priced
all-natural meal starting as little as seven bucks,
Flying Dish Restaurant is a celebration of the world through food,
and now it's a celebration for Fairfield University students as well.
Please bring your active Fairfield U student ID card for dine in or take out, and receive 10% off
all of our menu items*, or place your express order online
with our Web-To-Go service at FlyingDish.com

Open Early+Open Late=Convenient
DON'T FORGET OUR
DINNER SPECIAL:

All-Natural Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner w/ 2 Sides
SERVES UP TO 3 PERSONS

^ry^

HYING DISH
7

FRESH, FUN & FAST

7 A« Shifts

M Supporting education in the community & at Fairfield University
Breakfast • Brunch«Lunch • Dinner • Rotisserie & Express To Go • Happy Hour
1125 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 Tel: 203.259.3500 www.flyingdish.com
* Excludes alcohol purchases

AMPLE PARKING FRONT & REAR

112 5
r

Post Road
Fairfield
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Making it'Great':

APRIL

is something that students have been
asking for."
Although there have been efforts
to raise school spirit in the past with
events such as "Fairfield Red Fridays,"
Williams said Saturday's tailgate is different.

Letter to the editor:
To the Editor,
As a junior on the Fairfield
Women's Rowing team, I have
grown accustomed to the lack
of attention that your newspaper
has paid to my particularly hard
working team.
I no longer search The Mirror
for mention of my team and our
weekly accomplishments because I
know that my search is futile.
During my three years, we
have only been mentioned in the
print version of The Mirror twice.
Once was to say how poorly we did
in the Head of The Charles Regatta
in 2006. The other was an article
written about our new boafhouse.
This article was fairly innocuous though completely devoid of
any mention of our actual racing
accomplishments.
Furthermore, the grainy picture of a women's four boat that
was included in the article was
from a race that Fairfield has not
competed in since 2003.
I am assuming that no updated picture could be found by
your staff.
If the women's team has done
something to offend The Mirror,
then it is your prerogative to continue to ignore us.
We've dealt with it for long
enough and are growing quite
used to it.
We'll simply take our 32
medals that we've acquired over

Tough early
schedule helps
baseball in MAAC

FUSA set to start a new
Fairfield tradition with tailgate

said. "I think Saturday is going to be a
great time."
An American tradition is about to
Festivities will begin at noon.
become a new Fairfield tradition.
WVOF will be playing music live from
An official tailgate party for all
the Kelley Center parking lot all afterstudents to barbecue and socialize before
noon as students tailgate, according to
a major day for Stags sports will take
Williams.
place on Saturday, April 19 in
He says that students
the parking lot between Loyola
can request songs and may
and the Kelley Center.
even be able to join in the
FUSA and IRHA schedpre-game broadcast.
uled this event because SatThe Levee, inside and
urday is a huge day for Stags'
outside areas, will be resports.
served for 21 and over stuMen's baseball, currently
dents, Williams said, and
in second place in the MAAC
the drink specials are $2
standings, will host a doubleand $3 bottles. The class of
deader against Rider on Alumni
2011 will be giving out free
Field starting at noon.
shirts.
Then, over on Lessing
Along with grills and
Field, the men's lacrosse team
grilling materials, a direct
plays against Loyola, an ECAC
shuttle will make trips to
Iwerther/The Mirror
rival that enters the game na- Let's get ready to grill: Hutch Williams '08, left with other Stop & Shop so that students
tionally ranked 15th in the Stags fans, FUSA, and the Red Sea. are set for the inaucan get food for the tailgate.
United States Intercollegiate gural 'Great Tailgate.'
The shuttles will leave
Lacrosse Assocation (USILA)
from the traffic circle outside
:oaches' poll.
of Barone from 7-9 p.m.
The regionally televised game be"This event I think is different [be- on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
tween the Stags and the Greyhounds is cause] it asks for and requires student nights.
scheduled for 1 p.m.
involvement on an individual level.
"The Great Tailgate '08" is the
Students can bring their own food
"Each student can have ownership name of the Facebook event created by
to barbecue on the grills provided and by bringing their favorite food to the Williams. Students looking for more
the parking lot will be completely void tailgate," Williams said.
information should join the event.
af cars, according to former FUSA presiAccording to Williams, a tailgate
Stay tuned to
dent Hutch Williams '08.
such as the one scheduled on SaturDuring his years as FUSA presi- day has never taken place before on
www.fairfleldmirror.com
dent, Williams has organized activities campus.
for photos, video clips and
and scheduled events to promote school
"The feedback so far [from adhighlights from
spirit and raise attendance at sport- ministration and students] seems very
The Great Tailgate
ing events, but he said, "the tailgate positive and people are excited," he
BY JESS MITCHELL

the past three years and be on
our way.
But what are your excuses
for the exclusion of the men's
team? Why was there no article
about its transition to varsity
status this year?

Making waves: Members of the Fairfield women's crew team getting
ready to launch at their recent Knecht Cup regatta.
I assure you that their dedication to proving themselves as Fairfield's newest and most successful
team is evident.
I must ask: Where is The
Mirror's dedication to informing
the student body about landmark
things such as this happening on
campus?
Why not a story on how Title
IX is alive and well at Fairfield and
allowed for a new men's varsity
sport to be added?
Why not a story about how
we are not only ignored by this
paper, but also by the administration, seeing as how the women's
rowing budget was stretched to fit

CONTINUED FROM P.

before the sun, we work hard and
we win races.
It is possible that we do more
before 9 a.m. than most Fairfield
students do the entire day.
On top of the early mornings,
we have an additional practice in
the afternoon in both of our seasons
of competition (fall and spring).
Our spring break is a training
trip that consists of three-a-days
and scrimmages for its entirety.
We sacrifice more and get
less recognition than any team
on campus.
I am not attempting to belittle
any other Fairfield team; I am just
trying to assert that we deserve a
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"David does an outstanding job
defensively," saidSlosar. "His offense
was behind him earlier in the season,
but now it is catching up."
Fairfield has continued to get
solid contributions from shortstop
Tucker Nathans, who leads the team
in batting average at .343 and on-base
percentage at .430.
Sophomores Dan Urbanovich
NATHANS
and Rob Gariano have been the leaders
on the mound.
Urbanovich is 3-0 with a 4.18 ERA in 15 appearances out
of the bullpen, while Gariano is 4-2 with a 4.75 ERA in 10
games, eight of which were starts.
Fairfield struggled out of the gate, starting the season with
a 2-7 record in Florida and then returning to the Northeast.
Upon returning north, the Stags continued to struggle and lost
seven of eight games
The team has since began to rebound once the MAAC
season began. The Stags have won three of their four series
so far this year in the conference, with their only series loss
coming against Niagara, 2-1.
"On weekends [conference games] we have played extremely well," said Slosar. "We need to improve our play during
the week. We have overcome some big early deficits and we
need to carry that success over to the weekdays."
With Big East clubs and nationally ranked teams providing
challenging games early in the season, Slosar feels the Stags
are more prepared than most other teams in the conference.
"Only two or three other MAAC teams played challenging
schedules," said Slosar. "Other teams played weaker schedules
and loaded up on wins.
"We have played some of those teams head to head and
it truly made a difference," he said.

'Hardest working team'
wants more coverage
both the men's and women's team
this year?
If your writers are too busy to
learn about us, I will take it upon
myself to educate you.
We are the Fairfield men's
and women's rowing team. We rise
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little space in our school paper.
So when you see us wearing
our red Fairfield rowing or black
Fairfield crew jackets on a rainy
day, please know that we were
wearing those jackets in that miserable weather just a few hours
earlier while rowing (and please
note that the University did not
shell out any of the $165 per jacket
nor did it contribute any funds for
our other apparel).
When you see us struggling to
stay awake in our classes, remind
yourself that we were awake hours
before you even rolled over to hit
your snooze button.
Lastly, when you see us walking out of our residence halls and
townhouses at some ungodly hour
on a Saturday morning while you
are walking in, think about the fact
that we are about to compete in
order to make a name for Fairfield
athletics.
We do all of this despite your
lack of support and recognition.
While I understand that traveling to our races is near impossible,
I do not understand why none of
your staff is willing to go on our
Web site or seek one of us out in
order to ask how our race went.
Are we not good enough for
your ink?
Sincerely,
Daria Anduzskiewicz '09,
member of the Fairfield women's
crew team

Bythe
numbers:
Crew edition
BY DARIA ANUZSKIEWICZ

35
Number of crew team members

32
Number of medals won by the women's
team since 2005

12
Number of medals won by the men's
team since it received varsity status

10
Number of MAAC tournament events
the crew team will compete in this
upcoming weekend

Number of times the crew team has been
mentioned in print by The Mirror

Number of crew teams lacking print
space in The Mirror

0
Number of times the team's 44 medals
have been mentioned by The Mirror
this season

Editor: Keith Connors
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Lucky
number 13

Second to one

Women's lacrosse beats Canisius,
continues torrid pace
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Moving in the right direction: Despite a 2-12 start to the season, Peter Allen '08 and the Stags have battled back.
The team has won three of four series in MAAC play and has moved into second place in the conference.
BY TOM CLEARY

Facing a 10-6 deficit in the top of
the eighth inning in its game against
Siena on Sunday in Albany, the Fairfield
baseball team found the motivation it
has struggled to find this season.
After loading the bases with no
outs, the Stags scored 12 runs to take
an 18-10 lead and secured a victory in
the ninth inning. The win moved the
team's MAAC record to 8-4, which
put the team into second place in the
conference, behind 8-1 Canisius.
With half of the season still remaining, though, Head Coach John
Slosar stressed the importance of his
team continuing to improve and not
letting the team's early season suc-

cess distract them from reaching their
ultimate goal.
"It is too early to tell [how the
season will end]," said Slosar. "It is
good to get off to a good start, but we
are just halfway there."
Slosar said that the Stags
still have a lot of time to improve in all facets of the game.
"I can go down the list. Pitching,
defense and offense all need to [improve]," said Slosar. "I have been
happy with the MAAC play, but we
still need to improve overall."
On Saturday, the Stags started the
Siena series with a win in the first half
of the doubleheader. Fairfield took
an early 2-1 lead on a David Dudish
TO home run, and then held on until

Changing of the guard:

the eighth inning, when it broke the
game open with a pair of two-run
home runs by Jason Rago TO and
Peter Allen'08.
In the second game of the doubleheader, the Stags fell on their faces and
lost 20-6. The Saints started quick with
a seven run first inning off of Ryan Calabrese '08 and four runs in the second
off of reliever Rick Piccirillo TO.
The Stags were led by their third
baseman Dudish, who was named the
MAAC Player of the Week. The Olney,
Md. native hit .467 (7-for-15) to go
along with five RBI.
Dudish has hit safely in seven of
the Stags last eight games.
SEE "TOUGH" ON P.

The women's lacrosse team won its 13th game in a row on
Sunday against Canisius, improving its record to 13-1 overall and
5-0 in the MAAC
Fairfield now holds the longest winning
streak and are tied for the most wins in the
nation. Only two teams have a better winloss record than the Stags. Their lone loss
came in the first game of the season at the
hands of No. 13, Yale.
The Stags have had success on both
sides of the field. The team's scoring offense is fourth in the nation. While its
scoring defense is 31st in the nation, the
LOFFREDO
Stags rank fourth in both draw controls and
caused turnovers.
Fairfield also swept the MAAC weekly awards for the second
time this season, winning offensive player, defensive player and
rookie of the week.
" [Consistency] definitely helps because it seems that when
our attack is doing really well our defense may be slacking a
little bit," said Head Coach Beth Loffredo. "But sometimes
when our attack isn't quite doing it, our defense really steps up.
Somehow we balance out and we are getting in more goals than
we are letting it."
Loffredo added, "It's working, when they both work well
together, it's amazing."
The defense aided the Stags in the team's win against
Caninius.
Junior goalkeeper Lauren Chatnik '09 recorded a season-high
14 saves, including 10 in the second half when Fairfield did not
allow a goal. Chatnik boasts a goals-against average of 10.11 per
game, which ranks 27th in the nation.
"On Sunday, [the defense] played an unreal game against
Canisius and just took over the game," said Loffredo. "Lauren
Chatnik had 14 saves and [Senior] Mary Vallely had at least 3
caused turnovers and our defense had a ton of groundballs. They
just came up with everything that was falling. Anything that was
in their area, they were coming up with. It's really important when
our attack isn't always scoring, when we are having little lulls, the
defense picked it up big time.
"They came up with what they need to come up with in order
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SEE "WOMEN'S" ON P.
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Amid seven-game losing streak,
men's lacrosse begins youth movement

is already underway. Five freshmen experienced significant playing time against Yale.
The young offense totaled 45 shots, the
highest total for the Stags on the season.
The core of the youth movement begins at attack.
Freshman Todd Baxter '11 continued
his recent surge since his insertion into
the starting lineup with two goals and two
assists against Yale.
This effort comes only a week after Times are changing: The Fairfield bench reacts to a 12-9 loss to Yale on Senior Night.
a two-goal effort against Georgetown and Fairfield used a largely freshmen lineup on offense, and will continued to do so this year.
ECAC Rookie of the Week honors.
"Todd Baxter has really surprised Head Coach Ted Spencer.
ognized him sooner."
me more than anybody. His first two
"He has shown consistent play
games [have been] tremendous," said against top teams. I wish we had recSEE "YOUTH" ON P. 22

BY KEITH CONNORS

While Senior Night is supposed to be
an opportunity to reminisce about the past,
the men's lacrosse team provided a glimpse
into its future on Saturday night.
The end result was a bitter 12-9 loss to
in-state rival Yale at Lessing Field, far from
the expected outcome for a team that took
Georgetown to the brink a week ago.
The story inside the game, though, was
not Senior Night or a Yale victory, but rather
the showcase of Fairfield's freshmen talent and
the changes the team is currently experiencing
as it attempts to rebuild the program.
In many ways, a changing of the guard
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